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UCPs Future to move off· campus 
o A parking lot 
and condemned 
trailers force the 
paper to move 
across the street. 
By AUDREA HUFF 
Managing Editor 
the date I wrote on my tions, an organization cre-
reply letter," Bauer said. ated in 1980 to oversee the 
For the past few years, newspaper for the admin-
the Future's relationship istration, then requested 
with the UCF administra- · another place on campus 
tionhasbeenrockyatbest.. for the Future's offices. 
Its problems escalated in Without a place to publish, 
November of 1992, when the Future's staff feared 
theFuture this would 
The Centra/FloridaFu- printed a betheendof 
· - ture, University of Cen- picture of the newspa-
tral Florida's ·student U C F per. 
newspaper, will become president The Board 
. completely independent J o h n of Publica-
from the university this fall H i t t ' s tions then 
and will be moving off- DeHOOGIFutun head on ·· proposed 
campus in September. The condemned office of the Future, by the art domes. the body the Future 
The. Future, which has early September," said dent. ItsaidtheFuture had of Adolf become part 
published from its edito- Dave Bauer, the Future's to be out of the trailers by Hitler to of the 
rial trailer behind Semi- new editor in chief. Aug. 20. But because the protest his School of 
nole Hall since 197(}, will "We're basically being incorporation papers have proposal Communi-
be moving to the Univer- kicked off campus," said not yet been filed by the to ban bi- cations, 
sity Shoppes shopping Bauer. "The land's being state of Florida and the Fu- cycles and similar to 
center across the street torn oµt to make a parking ture has not yet acquired a skateboards on campus. UCF' s radio station, and 
from UCF. lot." newbusinesslicense,itcan- Soon after, theFuture be- the School voted over-
. ''We've signed incorpo- Thenewspaperreceived not move until September.' · gari receiving notices that ,whelmingly to bring the 
ration papers, and we're a letter in early August "I wrote back and talked ithadtovacatethetrailers newspaper under the 
planning to sign a lease at from John Bolte, the to Dr. Bolte, and he's let- it occupies on campus. 
University Shoppes in univers~ty's vice presi- ting us stay until Sept. 15, The :Poard of Publica- FUTURE Continued pg.6 
Business 
school 
reaches 
out to 
downtown 
By JILL KRUEGER 
Staff Writer 
It has taken the U niver-
sity of Central F1oridamore 
than 25 years to move 25 
tniles . . 
Literally. 
UCF' s College ofBusi-
ness Administration 
opened a satelli!e office 
downtown Aug. 19. The 
new facility is targeted to 
working executives who 
are looking to beef up their 
management or marketing 
skills, learn a few new tricks 
of the trade, increase rev-
enues or upgrade their re-
sumes. 
The new facility, lo-
cated in CNLCentreat450 
E. South Street, includes saw the need to bridge 
the Center for Executive done," he says. 
ness Development Center, And anyone who has 
the Team-Net conference triedtoparkatUCF'smain 
area and UCF executive campus lately knows 
offices. "ample parking" is defi-
The center will give nitely is a perk. 
UCF its only pennanent Craig McAllaster, who 
presence downtown since was director of executive 
the university opened its education in the Johnson 
doors in 1968. Graduate School of Man-
When Dean Richard C. . agement at Cornell Uni-
Huseman arrived at UCFin versity before joining UCF 
fall of 1990, part of his vi- in August 1992, has been 
sion for the business school appointed director for the 
was "a strong emphasis ori downtown center. 
___ , , .. ·· McAllaster says James 
Seneff Jr., president of 
It p~ovides ~ oppor-· CNLandastrongsupporter 
tumty .... to mteif ace f CF "E lifi 
with busin~ss prof es- 0 U ' xemp es to 
sionals. · me partnership between 
- ·Richard C. Huseman business and the univer-
_ _ sity." 
managementandexecutive . Pethaps the most inter-
development" estingroom in theCenterfor 
· As the dean, one of Executive Development is 
Huseman's top priorities the Team-Net conference 
was to facilitate the UCF room. In this case, team 
College of Business stands for Technological 
Administration's interac-
tion with local business. He SCHOOL Continued pg 
WITH 
STUDENT 
. 1.0~ 
5905 Kirkman Road -
Across From Universal Studios 
• 
• 
FREE $2.50 ~ 
HONEY DRINK · 
WHEAT SPECIALS 
8 -1 ·o . LONG ISLAND ICE TEA AND SEX ON THE BEACH 
•• 
_ V 0 L L E Y B A L ·L 
COURTS 
• 
"Peoples 
Choice 
Award~ 
Honey Wheat Beer 
• 
COUER · 
• 
.. 
KIDDING 
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Will the 'Sharks'· replace the 'Knights?' 
UCF' s Marketing Task Second, students and the UCF' s merchandising sales stand, we are just listening to 
Force recommended recon- public can better identify for 1993 were below all other both sides." 
sidering Knights as the mas- with sh arks than with state universities. UCF Alumni is also taking 
cot because of its gender- Knights, and the mascot Overthesummer, UCF's an interest 
By HEATHER ASCHE ~ Co-News.Editor 
{ ' 
\ 
The 'Knights or the specificnatureanditsbasein would also be more appro- Student Government con- ''Rightnowitishardtosay 
Sharks? Which mascot medieval lore. priatebecauseoftheDaytona ducted a poll regarding the howthealumnifeel.Ihaveheard 
arises more spirit? Which is , 
more identifiable to the pub-
lic, and which is more mar-
ketable? 
·Arguments in favor of andCocoaBeachCampuses. mascot change. About one- mixed feelings," said Tom 
changing the mascot to the Third, spirit could in- third of the students are in Messina, director of alumni 
Sharks are that sharks are no! crease at events by playing favor of the change, another relations. Some believe we 
race,genderortimespecific. the theme music to "Jaws," third donotwantthemascot should not break tradition, and 
~---------------~~-~ w~~&hand~p~and M~m~and~reM~~ ~~k~~~~~ 
$1.00 OFF before 10pm 
with this invite 
Interactive programs on CD-ROM 
cover every subject from politics to physiology. 
And they incorporate sound, animation, music -------
and video clips. So ordinary topics become -------
more exciting, involving and relevant. 
Because a single CD-ROM disc stores more 
information than 500 floppy disks, you'll be able t~ 
instantly access encyclopedias, dictionaries and 
extensive databases- all with the click of a mouse. 
CD-ROM technology brings vast new 
capabilities to the desktop. Which is why, soon, 
more and more computers will include a CD-ROM 
drive. Buy one, and you're making an 
investment that will last you well into the juJure. 
selling shark-related mer- care. are taking interest 
chandise. "Student Government Muchoftheoppositionhas 
UCF Shark souvenirs did not initia.te the proposed come from fonner UCF ath-
such as T-shirts, hats and name change of the mascot, Ietes. ''To this point no polling 
pennants would possibly we are just reacting tooth- has been done," Messina con-
open a huge source of rev- ers' opinions of UCF," said tinued. This is an emotional is-
enue for UCF. In a Tampa Student Government Presi- sue, and we are waiting to see 
Tribune poll, except for the dent Chris Marlin. "Student howUCFfeelsbef<Xegoingout 
University of West Florida, Government has not taken a to the alumni." 
Apple Macintosh Cenlris 111 610 
8/230 wilh CD-ROM, Macintosh Color 
Bring your papers, projects and presentations to 
~ life by incorporating photos, clip art and a huge variety 
~ . of type fonts-all available on CD-ROM. 
You still want rock 'n' roll? Plug in a pair of 
/ 
self-powered SfJPsakers and the CD-ROM drive 
plays audio CDs too -so you am work away, 
while listening to your favorite music. 
Buy the Macintosh Centris 610 now, 
and you'll also receive the CD-ROM gift 
pack: two discs that include an e/ecironic 
encyclopedia, a dictionary, interactive 
rock videos, music for your audio CD 
player and more (worth $327'). 
Display and Apple Ex/ended Keyboard JI. $2J(f) 
CD-ROM technology puts a world of information at your finger- our CD gift pack. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're 
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy there, ask about financing with the Apple• Computer Loan~ And •'-
the Macintosh Centris"' 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive discover the power of Macintosh~ The power to be your besC • 
For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building 
Open 8:30am -4:30pm Mon· Thurs and Fri 8:30am • 4:00 pm 
or for more information call the. Sales Office at 823-i434 or 823-5226 
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University clubs and organizations 
11J.e following ls a list of dubs and Indian Student Assn., International Stu-
organizati.ons at UCF. For I111Jre dent Assn., Korean Sb.Xient Assn., Leba-
Jnformati.on contact the Student nese American Qub, National Society of 
Center at 823-2ll7. Black Engineers, Vietnamese American 
P~PROFESSIONAUACADEMIC Student Assn. 
Alphi4 Kappa Ps~ American Chemical MILlT ARY 
Society, American Institute of Aeronau- Air Force Rare. Angel Right, Army 
tics and Astronauts, American Society of Rare, Ranger Challenge Society 
Civil Engineering, American Society of RELIGIOUS 
Mechanical F.ngineers, Anthropological Alpha Omega Assn_. Bahai Assn. Sup-
Assc., APICS, Arts Alliance, ASIST (In- ports, Baptist Camp1S Ministry, Campis 
structional System Technological), Assn. ConununityChurch.CarnpLSCrusadefor 
for Childhocxl Education Int'l, Assn. for Christ, Collegiate Adventist Fellowship, 
Computing Machinery, Assn. for Mana- Inter-varsity Christian.Fellowship, Jewish 
gerial Excellence, College Music Educa- Student Union/Hillel, Muslim Student · 
tors National Conference, Debate Qub, Assn., Newman Club, Reformed Univer-
Delta Sigma P~ Economics Qub, F.ntre- sity Fellowship, Wesley Foundation Fel-
p-eneurshipClub, FloridaF.ngineeringSo- lowship Group 
ciety, Hospitality Assn., Human Factors SERVICE 
Society, Institute of Electrical and Ele.c- Alpha Phi Omega, Phi Theta · Kappa 
Ironic Engineering Computer Society, In- (Alunmi Chapter) 
stituteoITransportarionFnLambda REACH 
AlphaEpsilon,Managementinforrnation Student Fngineering Council. Tau Beta 
Systems Assn., Medical LaOOratory Sci- Sigma 
ence Society, National Arts Education SPECIAL INfEREST 
Assn, National Student Speech Hearing AmateurRadioQub,AmericanSignLan-
Lang-iage Assn., Nursing Students Assn., guageClub, Arrmesty International, Cam-
OrganizationofStudentRadiologicalTech- PJS Action for Animals, College Demo-
niciaf..s, Phi Alpha Delta, Phi Mu Alpha crats, College Republicans, Dive Club 
Sinfonia, Physical Education Majors, Pi (SCUBA), F.nvironmental Society, Gay 
SigmaEpsilon-MarketingClub,Pre-Physi- and Lesbian Students Organization. Gos-
cal Therapy,Pre-ProfessionalMedicalSo- pelChoir,GospelandCultural Choir,Greek 
ciety, Psychology Club, Public Relations, Parle Neighboihood Watch, Music Re-
Quotes, Sigma Alpha Iota, Sigma Delta conling Society, National Org~on 
Oll (~ociety of Professional Joumalists), forWomen,NontraditionalStudent:Assn., 
Social Work Student Advisory Conunit- 0-Club, Outlanders, Paintball Club, 
tee, SocietyfortheAdvancernentofMan- P.A.R.T.Y., Philosophy Club, Potters 
agement, Society of Automotive F.ngi- Guild,ResidenceHallAssn.,Roleplaying, 
neer, Society of Women F.ngineers, Soci- Student Alliance for Multicultural F.duca-
ology Club, Student Accounting Society, tion. Student Alunmi Assn., Students for 
Student Assn. of School Psych:>logy, Stu- theExploratimandDevelopmentofSpace, 
dent Cowicil for Exceptional Children, Student Veterans Asm, Student Wellness 
StudmtFinanceAssn.,StudentsofMedi- Advocate Team, University Vocal Soci-
cal Reconls Administration, Student Per- ety. 
sonndAssn.,StudentRespiratorylhezapy SPORTS 
Socie~, Student Society for Industria1/ Aikido/Budokai Club, Fellowship.of 
Organizational Psychology. Christian Athletes, Karate Club, Moo Du 
MINORITY/INTERNATIONAL Kwan{f ae Kwon Do, Officials Assc., 
Africm American Student Union, Carib- Men's Rugby Qub, Skydivers, Surf 
bean Club, Chinese American Student Club, Temlis Club, Ultimate (Frisbee), 
Assc., General Union of Palestinian Stu- Water, Women'sRugbyQub, UCF 
dents, Hispanic American Student Assn., Crew. 
A U.G u 
MONDAY 
Welcome Back 
Week Kickoff 
SC Green . 
11am - 2pm 
s T 
WANT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE 
OF 
AIR FORCE ROTC? 
BENEFITS 
+ 2 Year Scholarship Guaranteed to Juniors 
- Any academic major, 2.5 cum GPA, 
term 2.35 GPA, under age 23 
- Pays up to $850 in tuition and $150 in books each semester 
3 Year Scholarship to Qualified Sophomores 
-Technical, Nursing, and Pre-Health Majors 
- Pays full tuition, books, and fees each semester 
$100 Per Month for Expenses 
Guaranteed Follow-On Job Upon Graduation 
Guaranteed _Starting Salary $23,300 to 
$38,500 in Just 4 Years 
Air Force ROTC is processing applications now for 
the Two Year Program for juniors entering Fall '94. 
Don't wait until it's too late to start your application! 
~ ~<>' · CONTACT 1t ~ ,,,~,.,,.-'' UCF AIR FORCE ROTC •• ~ ••• ,.~~« (407) UCF-1-AIR ~ 
\,~ . (407) 823-1247 
3 0 T H s E P T E M B E R 2 N D 
TU.ESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
I I 
Brown Bag Lecture I Activities Fair I Dive - In Movie · I I Dr. Hitt 
. I SC Green I noon I Jaws 
SOL I noon I I Rec. Services Pool 
i CAB Recruitment I 8pm 
Tuesday Night Live I 4pm - 6pm I SCA I 
Comedy: Todd I I I I 
Glass 
9pm I SAC 
Everyone is welcome to join the most exciting 
organization on campus. Stop by the Student 
Center Auditorium_ Wednesday, September 1st, 
to get involved. 
All Activities are made possible through Activity and Service Fees as 
allocated by Student Government Association. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
, . 
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Do something good. 
Feel somethiiig real. 
from now on in America, any definilion of a successful life musl include serving olners. 
To find o~ now you con nelp in your communilYi call I (800) 677-5515. 
A P?!r-.:T~ ?! ~.IC:IJT rm 
FREE 
Rush kicks 
off UCF 
Greek year 
ByCATHERINEROGNAS 
Contributing Reporter 
UCF sororities sponsored 
ush Week Aug. 16-21. 
The wee.K began with an 
· ntroduction to the sororities 
. . 
Bauer 11t11re 
The Rho Chi's are a counseling group for pledges. 
t the Greek Forum. After- Week for Kappa Delta, so-
ards rushees went to four roritymembers werenotal-
ightsofpartieswherethegirls lowed to associate with the 
were able to meet current so- rushees outside of the ar-
Rush Week was positive. 
Two rushees, Carmen 
Heitzer and Helaine 
Tannenbaum, said Rush 
Week helped them ease the 
stress of leaving home and 
starting college by meeting 
other girls and creating a 
"home a~ay from home." 
Class & Practice Exam 
Saturday, August 28, 1993 
2:00 pm - 6:00 pm 
Holiday Inn UCF 
Ampitheater 
c_nracKstone 98ACY 9?rep 
1-800-881-LSAT 
rority members. 
During the first two nights 
the girls visited each sorority. 
After the second night, rush-
ees attended invitation-only 
parties. Preferential parties 
took place Friday night and 
Saturday was bid pick-up day. 
Sorority members anq the 
Panhellenic Council try to 
make· Rush Week stress-free. 
According to Vanessa 
Stephens, director of Rush 
If it's happening at UCF -- W©w· 
it's probably happe~ing · 
at the 
ranged social events in or-
der to not to sway the girls 
one way or another. 
The Panhellenic Coun-
cil has a group of unaffili-
ated sorority members to 
serve as rush counselors 
called Rho Chi. They help 
the girls by explaining what 
to expect from Rush Week 
and by pelping them decide 
what sorority to pledge. 
The overall response to 
Somerushees, while they 
enjoyed the experience, 
were still unsure about the 
cost and whether they would 
have the time for all the~ 
meetings and activities. 
Dues and other fees paid 
to the sororities can reach 
into the hundreds of dol-
lars. 
LC COMPUTER CORPORATION 
4075 L.B. Mcleod Road, Orlando, FL 32811 (l-4 W. Exit 32) 
Tel: (407) 648-2144 /Fax: (407) 648·2130 
486DX-33 486DX-33 486DX-33 
Multi-Media System 4 MB RAM VESA local Bus System 
• / d' ~- 130MBHardDislc with32bitvideoslot mcu mg 1.2&1.44FloppyDrive $ 
Sony31Alnternal M 14"1ntraSVGAMonitorDP.28 1495 
CD ROM • 1 MBTridentVCACard UPGRADE & 
101 Key Keyboard 
Soundblaster Card 2S/1P/1G NETWORK 
· MSDOS6.0Window3.1Mouse SERVICE $1750 $1395 OneYearWarranty 
for Labor & Parts 
386SX-25 $950.00 386SX-33 Motherboard $105.00 
The UCF Arena needs DEPENDABLE, 
HARDwoRKINGt PERSoNABLE 
Students with very flexible work hour 
restrictions to serve as Ushers, Security, 
Change Over and Event Support. 
RPPLICRTIONS 
AVAILABLE IN THE UCF ARENA 
DIRECTOR'S OFFICE & ARE 
DUE B'I FRIDR'I,_ 
RUGUST 27,_ 5 pm 
If you're afraid of 6reafjng a sweat -- don't app[y. 
386DX·33 $1050.00 14" Super VGA Monitor DP .28 $255.00 
386DX-40 64K Cache $1075.00 9600 Fax Modem $55.00 
486SX-33 DLC $1150.00 2400Modem $30.00 
4860X-50 256K Cache $1550.00 9 in Serial Mouse $10.00 
486DX2-66 256 K Cache $1650.00 101 Keyboard $20.00 
FEATURiNG: 
TJtis TltuRsdAy NiGltT •.. 
Sl .00 off piTcltERs 
(wirlt srudENT l.D.) 
~Ice cold ~-~beers on tap 
",.~: ~ BoWed ~'ct ~beers 
HAppy HouR FREE SJtufflE 
MoN-FRi BoARd 
4-7 }()}0 N GoldENRod 
BETWEEN UNiVERSITy & GoldENRod 
678-7J'j'j 
0Nly ~ MiNUET§ AWAY FROM CAMpU5 
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PINK FLO 
Future's future uncertain 
van and workers from physi-
cal plant to help us with the 
move," said Bauer. 
The Future's status was in 
question untillateJuly, when 
Bauer again opened up its 
offices after the Future 
stopped production for the 
first time over the summer. 
Wish You Were Here 
FUTURE from page 1 
school's jurisdiction. The 
Board of Publications devel-
oped a proposal to hire a jour-
nalism professor to serve as 
the Future's general manager 
and recommended moving 
the Future offices to the 
trailers OASIS occupied 
while the Humanities and 
Fine Arts building was being 
serviced. "The long-term 
goal would be to negotiate 
for space in the new commu-
nications building, space that 
would be rented to the Fu-
ture," the proposal said. 
Milan Meeske, director of 
the School of Communica-
tion, then forwarded the pro-
posal to the administration. 
UCF's provost, Greg 
·Whitehouse, rejected it. 
"The old business manager 
didn't know if we were go-
ing to be p11blishjng 132ir.. in 
the fall or not, so she was 
telling callers and advertis-
ers that,"Bauersaid. "We've 
had to contact all of our old 
advertisers and tell them that 
no, we 're not out of busi-
ness." 
Every Friday Night • Cost $5.00 
9:00 p.m. - RUSH 
10:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static 
Midnight - PINK FLOYD: Wish. You Were Here 
Every Saturday Night • Cost $5.00 
9:00 p.m. - Alternative Laser Static 
10:30 p.m - PINK FLOYD: Wish You Were Here 
Midnight - PINK FLOYD: Wish You Were Here 
"They were unwilling to 
give space on campus for us 
[the School of Communica-
tion] or for the Future," 
Meeske sai_d. 
Also of concern was the 
status of the computers and 
equipment in the trailers, be-
cause although the Future 
bought them with its money, 
the Future's money was in a 
state account at the time. 
However, in his letter, Bolte 
said the computers, desks and 
"I don't know if the 
Future's going to survive," 
said Dr. Frederic Fedler of 
the journalism department. 
"It's not just the added ex-
penses at UC6, but the 
Future's so big and complex 
now, a 20- to 22-year-old stu-
dent doesn't have the time or 
the expertise to run a 
$200,000-a-year business." 
Seating is limited and on a first•come, first-served basis 
prices and shows subiect to change without notice. 
~~~ SponsoNd by The Orlando Sentinel RAVE PAGE 
~c.\~'\~ ~ Orlando Science Center I John Young Planetarium 
.. G~~ 810 E. Rollins Street• Orlando, FL32803 • 407-896-7151 
However, Bolte feels "as 
long as the Future can relo-
cate close to us, where stu-
dent traffic is in the area and 
it can have contact with stu-
dents, I think it can work out 
beautifully. Aside from get-
ting some unknown space on 
campus, the move seemed to 
be the best of all options." 
Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1I4 mile East on left in Loch Haven Park. ·equipment were bought by 
Future funds aild are there-
fore Future property . .. 
"At least he's giving us a 
.- - . . . . 
Student Government Association 
• 
• Movie tickets only $3.50 
• Ticketmaster 
• Disconted passes for 
area attractions 
•Lost and Found 
• Informaton 
• UCF phone directories 
For more information call 
823-2060 
) 
) 
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Prefinished Easy-to-Assemble Furniture By Sauder-
• Stain, scratch, mar and heat resistant • 5-year limited warranty 
) • A variety of oak finishes • Perfect for every room in your home 
• Mix and match with your decor 
3968 
Plymouth Oak Finish 
Typewriter Stand t53144 
Plymouth Oak Finish 
Student Desk 953365 
635~· SAuoER-
Plymouth Oak Finish Low 
Boy Entertainment Center 
953461 
Ptymouth Oak Finish 
Entertainment Center/Wall 
Unit 9531!13 
79s4 
Plymouth Oak Finish 
Comer Work Center 468111 
1111[±]11J~-
The ,,.ply d-.. tpparln! In our ad..., et reci>ccd ptlces. A~ kn..., 
oa:lcnt...., .,_, - Sid 1-...e not ban rECluccd. Pitta~ In.,. ad .... 
t.cd on - pkldns uP mcn:hsdlc et ourttac. Ddlway Ill a¥eleblc far a 
1111111 ct_,.. -.,....:rt......,,....,. ... to Int~ on spulll '* 
~. 0 1993, SCOC!!"s, Inc. 
SCOTTY'S IS OPEN DAILY 7:30 AM TO 9 PM - SUNDAY 9 AM TO 6 PM 
Altamonte Springs • Cocoa • Daytona Beach • Deland • Eustis 
Ft.Pierce • Kissimmee • Leesbu~ • Melbourne • Merritt Island New Smyrna Beach • Ocjla • coee • Orange City • Orlando 
Ormond Beach • Palm Bay • ort Orange • Port St. Lucie 
Sanford • Titusville • Vero Beach • Belleview • Bushnell 
Oviedo• Port St John • St. Cloud • Winter Park 
Sorry, &ome advertis~d items may not be stocked at all Scottv's stor!!$ but 
are available by special order. see.your Scottv's store for delivery aeta1ls. 
store hours mcry V3JY. Check the wn1te pages tot tne Scotty's nearest you. 
Learn a second language. 
It's lots of fun, and it sure 
beats watching A-Team 
reruns on T.V. 
Each 
SAUDER® 
A. 3-Shelf Bookcase 
• Fully enclosed back • American oak finish 953454 
B. Desk with Door 
•Pull type door for added storage •American oak finish 953415 · 
C. TVNCR Cart 
• 3 shelves for TV, VCR and tape storage • Center shelf Is adjustable with knock-out plug in back 
of unit for easy cord access• Heavy duty casters for easy mobility• American oak finish 953447 
D. American Oak or White Utility Cart 
• 2 sturdy shelves• American oak or white finish 953430, 060190 
44ss 
Student Desk, Chair and Lamp Set 
• Includes desk, chair and swing arm lamp • Black met.al base 
with white finished top and 2 met.al shelves 
• Adjustable top • Padded arm chair with casters • Ready to 
assemble 953696 
MATCHING SET 
8842 
American Oak 5-Drawer Chest 
95358!1 
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SCHOOL from Page 1 
place of the future- a place 
where area businesses can 
do more than conduct meet-
ings. It's a place to devise 
strategies, drawing input 
from both employer and em-
ployee. It's a place to synthe-
size data quickly and effi-
ciently. It's a plac~ to brain-
stonn eleetron!Cally. lt's a 
place where votes or criti-
cisms can be recorded simul-
taneously and anonymously. 
"It provides an opportu-
nity for some of our staff in 
SunBank, Disney and Or- main campus in the fall. For 
lando Utilities Commission 18 months, students will at-
have used the Team-Net fa- tend all day Friday and Satur-
cility. day every other week. At the 
Huseman and McAllaster end of the program, partici-
plan to use the new facility pants will receive an accred-
primarily to serve the needs ited MBA degree. 
of Orlando's business com- Shortercoursesinmanage-
munity,ratherthan the needs ment, hospitality and other 
ofits undergraduate students. business concentrations ate 
"It puts me very close to availableatthenewdowntown 
companies that support our. facility. 
executive MBA program," TheSmallBusinessDevel-
McAllaster. opment Center will staff its 
The College of Business· area of the downtown center 
begins its new Executive with volunteer and pennanent 
MBA program at UCF's counselorstoassistsmallbusi-
nesses. Huseman touts the ben-
efits to smaller companies. 
"It isn't just to reach large 
outfits," he says. 'Through this 
SBDC, we will have counse-
lors that will provide assis-
tance and advice to people in-
volved with small business and 
minority-owned businesses." 
Rosellen Kraus, assistant 
director of the SB pc, calls the 
move "an effort tO reach mi-
nority and international busi-
ness communities." 
· Kraus says businesspeople 
who might be uncomfortable 
on a college campus will feel 
at ease in the center. SBDC 
will provide "unlimited, free 
counseling," she adds. 
Oieryl Belfay, owner of 
AdSourceandamonthlyvol-
unteer at SBDC received ad-
vice from the counselors there 
when she started her com-
pany. 
"I thinldt'sexcitingtohave 
the program so accessible and 
to see that SBDC is so respon-
sive to the business commu-
nity," Kraus says. 
Reprinted courtesy of 
Orlando Buisness Journal 
the College of Business to r=~~!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~!!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~=" .--------------------
interface with business pro-
fessionals," Huseman says. · 
"Second is to provide short 
courses-one day to a week. 
Three, it enables us to help 
companies with their strate-
gic planning processes." 
Team-Net sets an ideal 
meeting sight and provides 
~ ToMikEddiES Toll Free: 1800392-8253 
TRAvEl & EVENTS CooRdiNATOR Phone (407) 677-8285 
~ 
l)eaenc¥ Crui§e§ 
2 Day, Every Friday, From $129.00 
"A Leisure Resource Company" 
rapid and focused prob 1 em l:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:.I 
solving. The computer also 
consolidates data for prob-
lem-solving. 
How does it work? Team-
Net combines graphic, video 
and audio applications pro-
jected onto a large screen. 
All the participants are on a 
computer network. A facili-
tator offers a task to.the audi-
ence, asking specific ques-
tions to be answered. Each 
participant enters his or her 
answers into the computer. 
Finally, the organized data is 
discussed and decisions 
made. 
Steve Diedrich, director 
of planning for Orlando Re-
gional Medical Center, says 
his company used the facil-
ity to find ways to reduce 
costs and overhead. 
"It allows 20 people to 
communicate all at once," he 
says, because their infonna-
tio;i - their responses to the 
questions - all are gener-
ated through the computer. 
Team-Net "allows you to 
stay focused on individual 
topics rather than meander-
ing around," Diedrich says. 
Team-Net also enables a . 
group of people to critically 
evaluate ideas, without hurt-
ing anyone's feelings. It en-
courages those less willing 
to speak up to do so and re-
q u:res those who tend to 
do'llinate a conversation to 
gh e others an equal chance. 
Diedrich warns Team-Net 
depends on the facilitator and 
discussion. Although it gen-
erates ideas, he says Team-
Net can't replace discussion, 
only facilitate it. 
In addition to ORMC, 
The new 
3-D graphing 
grade-making 
easy-learning 
fast-answering 
budget-pleasing 
headache-busting 
HP48G 
Leaves & Roots 
!J{urnfreds of 'J3ulK_9fer6s! 
P{us Spius • Oifs • lncen.se • 'Book§ • 
9fer6 Li6rary ani ~earcli. 'I'a6k 
Monday-Saturday 1 Oa.m. to 6p.m. 
9434 E. Colonial Dr.• Orlando, FL 32817 
823-8840 
Check it out 
The new HP 48G graphic calcula-
tor gives you a whole lot more for 
a whole lot les.s than you think. 
Get more 
·Push a button, choose from the 
pull-down menu, ana fill in the 
blanks. Entering data is that easy. -
·View 3'.-D graphs. 
· Acces.s over 300 built-in equations. 
·Perform algebra and calculus 
operations on equations before 
entering values. 
·Enter and see equations like they 
appear on paper. 
·Work with different units of 
measure. The HP 48G will convert 
them for you. For example, enter 
inches, centimeters, yards, and 
feet, together in one equation -
it'll convert them. 
Get more ... for less 
·Compare prices-the HP.48G fits 
your budget 
Special introductory offer* 
When you buy an HP 48G or 
HP 48GX, you can get free 
software (plus games!) and a free 
cable for connecting to your 
desktop PC. Write programs for 
the HP 48 using your PC keyboard, 
or store HP 48 files and programs 
on your desktop PC. 
Pick up a coupon at your college 
bookstore. 
Ff/~ HEWLETT 
~/!.9 PACKARD 
*Offer good while supplies last on purchases 
made from August 1, 1993 through 
October 31, 1993. See coupon for tem1S 
and conditions. 
©Hewlett-Packard Company. PG 123068 
11te Central Florida FUture 
Fall semester marks 
new era for the Future 
W elcome back from the Future. We hope all of you had a productive and relax ing summer. 
We wish the same could be said for us. 
This fall marks a new beginning for this publica-
tion. After the Future ceased publishing in the 
summer due to budget contraints, it faced a new 
challenge. Because the lot where the Future trailer 
is located has been "redesignated" by the Univer-
sity, the Future has been evicted from its on-
campus offices. With no alternative location 
availiable on campus, we are regretfully being 
forced to move off campus. The Future will be 
relocating across the street at University Shoppes. 
To better accomodate the financial burden of this 
new"move, the Future has been incorporated as a 
non-profit organization. This incorporation, as well 
as publishing only once a week, will bring more 
financial stabilitiy to the paper. 
Despite such difficulties, we are very optimistic 
about the changes you will find in the Future. Each 
section will be devoted to more issues that affect 
and are of interest to you, the student. News and 
our features section, now called Revelations, will 
focus more on campus activities. Sports will 
contain in-depth profiles of the players on UCF's 
athletic teams, while opinion will have more writers 
that reflect a wider range of viewpoints. 
The paper's layout has also changed. The number 
of pages in each issue has been increased, which 
will allow more articles, pictures and features in 
each section. Each section has also been redesigne.d 
with new fonts and headline types to give the paper 
a more professional appearance. 
Of all these changes, we feel the most important 
one will be in our relationship with other student 
organizations. We feel the antagonistic relation-
ships that have existed in the past between the 
Future and other oganizations must and should 
stop. The Future has a largely new editiorial staff 
that wants to be fair. While we will continue to 
raise questions and challenge inequitable actions 
· that others might make, that does not mean we 
cannot work together. 
We feel that both sides cannot effectively repre-
sent the interests of the student body if they are at 
constant odds with each other. When this is the 
· case, it is the student body that actually suffers. 
Therefore, it is in everyone's best interest that we 
put aside our differences. 
However, it has become apparent that certain 
individuals would rather continue the same 
advesarial relationship with the Future. To those 
who want to continue in this pursuit, you do so at 
the student's expense. 
While we may disagree, we can still work to-
gether. We are willing, and hope you are, too. 
News Editor 
Sports Editor 
· Entertainment Editors 
Opinion Editor 
Copy Editor 
Photo Ed ltor 
Art Director 
Production Manager 
Alan Byrd 
Jenny Duncanson 
Shannon Graham, Tim Wassberg 
Jon Sargent 
Cynthia Conlin 
Michael DeHoog 
Dack Nehring 
Dave Barnett 
. -. 
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Brian's summer vacation. 
· Tt was a long, hot , desperate 
.I.summer. Grown men weeped 
almost as if they were infants, 
while childr~n ran to their moth-
ers as fast as their little legs could 
carry them, shaking their pint-
size.d fists at the sun shrieking 
"Make it stop! Make it stop!," while women clutched 
their temples in agony, pleading over and over again, 
"Calgon, take me away!" 
But I don 'tknow too much about that, puddin' pop 
(may I call you puddin' pop, kind reader?). You see, 
puddin' pop, I was sentence.cl to three months in 
Altamonte Springs, the suburb with more hot pink 
stuccoed strip malls per square mile than any other 
metropolitan statistical area in the Unite.cl States 
· (Casselberry is a very close second). Altamonte Springs 
;is, for all intents and purposes, a police state owne.d 
! and operated by Rush Limbaugh-worshiping cretins 
who are chronic and unsubtle hot-pink-stuccoed-strip 
·mall-fetishists. I'll ~ave to check the World Almanac 
on this one, but I do believe that Altamonte Springs 
: also has the highest number of balding, middle-age.cl 
·men in chic foreign sports cars. They pathetically 
cling to their lost youth through backward vanity 
signs on their windshields that say "Slower Traffic 
Keep Right" or "Made U Look." The Circle Jerks 
described them best in the song "Beverly Hills" (All 
the people look the same/ but don't they know they 're 
so damn lame?), a horrifying conformity that's as 
blandanddistastefulasthefoodattheAltamonteMall 
Food Court. 
As far as Altamonte Springs is concerned, Rush 
Limbaugh is the second coming of Christ Everything 
he says seems to be taken as the qospel Truth. If he 
said that Bill Clinton couldn't even piss without for-
getting to unzip his fly, "Impeach Clinton" bumper 
Central Florida Future 
0111113Tllecnr.IAorldafWn 
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 
Business Office (407) 823-2601 News Office (407) 823-NEWS 
Ma nag Ing Editor 
Audrea Huff 
Editor In Chief 
Dave Bauer 
Advertising Manager 
Steve Norris 
'1llllllll111 
stickers stating that fact would suddenly appear on the 
back bumpers of well-waxed Volvos. ·. 
Incidentally, it was on Flag Day that the last known 
liberal was chased out of Altamonte Springs by a 
Limbaugh-inspire.cl rabid posse who calle.d the poor 
bastard a "queer" and a "flag-burning commie-pinko 
who likes Saddam Hussein." They kept chanting 
"ditto" over and over again, and the left-wing loony 
couldn'ttakeitanymore,andnowhewritesreallybad 
poetry and reads it at Yab Yum. 
I spent a large chunk of the summer cruising 
around Altamonte Springs searching for a job that 
wouldn't give me a nervous breakdown. I worked for 
three weeks at Food Lion, and I discovere.d, in case 
you were wondering, there really is a Fourth Reich. 
Food Lion i_s run by Nazis, and my bosses were SS 
wannabes. My near-nervous breakdown was brought 
about by 12- or 13-hour shifts with a half-hour break, 
buttock-busting work as my redneck bosses told 
"nigger'' and "faggot" jokes whose punchlines tended 
to mention "Louis Farrakhan" or "Barney Frank" or 
"The Parliament House." Working at Food Lion for 
three weeks made me understand what would possess 
a Food Lion employee tocombinechicken and bleach 
as if they went together like chocolate and peanut 
butter. 
But now the_ summer is over and done, and I can 
raise a frosty can of Olympia (It's the water, you 
know.) into the air and say ''Thank sweet Jesus that 
this summer is over." 
Well I guess that's all for this week, I need to get 
some sleep so I can make it to my job (at Universtiy 
Shoppe~, a hot pink stuc~ ·strip mall) on time. . -
Distribution Manager 
Ad Production 
Advertising 
Cynthia Conlin 
Steve Turner 
Justin Delias, Joel Madden, Chad 
Deckard, Dave Bauer 
Staff Members: Heather Asche,Trace Trylko 
Opinions expressed In The Central Florida Future are those a( the newspaper or individual columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Public:atk>~s. Unlver:ilty administration or.Board of ~agents. Letters 1~ the EdMor l11J5t be typed, a maximum a 300 words and include the 
author's signatura, major and phone nurrber. Letters are subject to editing for grammar and space and become the property of the newspaper, subject to the tr pubDcat1on. The Central Florida Future is a free, non-prota newspaper pubished weekly during the academic year and weekly 
during the sunmar. All meetings ol the BOP are open to the public. 
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The undertones of opinion are finally explained 
I hope you got enough rest this summer so you will be able to face all the excitement, successes, di_~appointments and scandals associated v.jth 
college life. While sleep is harder to come by (lllltllllllll . Of course, the classic argument is "YOU SHOULDN'T HA VE RUN IT, YOU BAD, BAD BOY!" Well, if the paper ran only articles that were 
flowery and politically correct, an open exchange 
of ideas could not take place. This would limit the 
very academic freedom that is so strongly tied with 
~llege life. While I'm happy to report that the 
paper does in fact have journalistic standards, it 
does not adhere to censorship. 
dminga semester,Istill havetheupmostconvidence 
that we will all succeed in achieving our goals 
regardless of how may RE.M's we clock in each 
night 
as anti-god, anti-American, anti-family values, 
anti-matter, etc. 
For those of you who believe the paper subscribes 
to every· opinion in this section, let me cite a clause 
at the botton of the· first opinion page: Besides sleep, there are numerous topics about 
college life that I COULD discuss. Instead, I've 
decided to talk about something that by its very 
nature is controversial: the opinion section. 
This section last year got more people angry, 
vengeful, spiteful and bent-out-of-shape than was 
thought humanly possible. The negative sentiment 
created by certain opinion pieces quite possibly 
exceeded that of Pat Buchanan's speech at the 
Republican National Convention. 
"Opini~ns expressed in The Central Florida. Fu-
ture are not those of the newspaper and are of the 
individual columnist." 
This clause was not put in by a lawyer who 
thought it was cute. It was intended to convey the 
message that the paper does not necessarily endorse 
every column .The only opinion expressed in this 
section by the newspaper is the staff editorial. So 
if you do want to attack a position taken by this 
paper, critizing the staff editorial is the way to go. 
So if you get upset by something that is printed, I 
trust you will let us know. But may I suggest that 
you control your anger before you have a brain 
hemorrhage. Instead of getting angry, why not 
laugh at the columnist instead. 
Laughter is such healthy medicine. It will relieve 
those pent-up neagaive emotions, while at the same 
time boosting your immune system. 
When the Futzue did run something that was 
controversial, some people immediately assumed 
that the paper endorsed the views of the individual 
columnist. As a result, the paper would be labeled 
But if it's an individual colunmist you're upset 
with, you should direct your hostilities towan:l him 
or her. 
I hope today's column has eliminated any confu-
sion regarding this section. I fl have upset anyone 
today, I suggest you not write a letter to the editior 
but instead seek psychiatric help. 
I' ~oLI t>,:W 
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budget-pleasi~ 
headache-busting 
HP48G 
Check It out . 
The new HP 48G graphic calculator gives you a 
whole lot more for a whole lot less than you think. 
Get more 
•Push a button, choose from the pull-down menu, 
and fill in the blanks. Entering data is that easy 
• View 3-D graphs , 
•Access over 300 built-in equations 
• Perform algebra and calculus operations 
on equations before entering values 
•Enter and see equations like they appear on paper 
• Work with different units of measure 
The HP 48G will convert them for you. For 
example, enter inches, centimeters, yards , and 
feet , together in one equation-it'll convert them. 
Get more ... for less 
• Compare prices-the HP 48G fits your budget 
No.548-149 
List 165.00 
Ortando 999 N. Semoran 
(Colonial Dr. & Hwy. 436) 
(407) 281-9075 
Winter Park 501 N. Ortando Ave. 
(At U.S. 17-92) 
(407) 644-1218 
Orlando 5221 W. Colonial Or. 
(Kirkman & W. Colonial) 
(407) 292-5650 
Orlando 7687 S. Orange Blossom Tr. 
(At Sand lake Dr.) 
(407) 855-9405 
Altamonte Springs 515 Altamonte Or. 
(Hwy. 436 & Palm Springs Ave.) 
( 407) 830-6100 
OPB1llM.Y:8:00am-9:00pm SAT.: t.mam-9:00pm Siii.: 11 :tltam-6:80pm 
WE M:CEPr: Discoller, Visa, Mastmmd, Amertc:an Express & mce Depd a.ae 
Hewlett-Packard 
48GX Scientific 
Graphics Calculator 
128K RAM memory. 8 lines by 22 
character display. 2 expansion ports for 
addition of up to 4 MB RAM or ROM. 
Advanced matrix and calculus functions. 
3-0 plotting. 1 line equation library with 
hundreds of science and engineerinQ 
equations. H.P. Solve Equation Solving 
Utility included. Polynomial root finder 
and differential equation solver. Serial 
port and 2-way infrared port. 
'~~' ~=;,,,, 
J 
. Hewlett-Packard 
HP17B-11 Business 
Calculator 
Practical. easy-to-use tool for real estate 
and finance with over 250 easy-to-use 
functions. Financial features including 
amortization, TVM, IRR. NPV, bonds, 
.depreciation and more! Equation solving, 
statistics and forecasting. Basic time 
management features with clock and alarm. 
Streamlined menus. prompts and messages 
for ease of use. 22 character display. 
No. 375-188 T Algebraic and RPN81/1rA1 List 110.00 
Hewlett-Packard 
12C Financial 
Calculator 
The time-tested performer. 
Full math , financial and 
statistical functions includ-
ing mortgages, balloon 
payments. depreciation 
and bond yields. Keystroke 
-,~, programming eliminates vast 
number of keystrokes. RPN. 
No. 375-196 
List 94.95 
Our low 
Price Guarantee! 
If you see an identical item 
advertised at a lower price, 
show us the current adver-
tisement, and you'll get the 
lower price, plus 50% of the 
difference as a credit toward 
your purchase when you buy it 
from us (maximum $50 credit). 
Ad errors, closeouts and 
clearances do not qualify. 
Opinion Writers 
Wanted 
Do you have the primal need 
to be creative? According to 
Carl Jung, neurosis can only 
be avoided through creative 
expression. However, Jung's 
one time partner in crime, 
Sigmund Freud, believed in-
stead that neurosis was rooted 
in sex. 
If you subscribe to Jung's 
theory, we can help. We are 
in need of opinion writers. 
All that is required is your 
literary cartharsis be well-
written and cohesive-No 
stream of consciousness 
pieces will be accepted un-
der any conditions. 
All students welcome. For 
information contact Jon at 
823-6397. 
Make Us Money, 
Make Money For 
Yourself. 
Few things in life are as 
rewarding as being an 
advertising represenative 
for The Central Florida 
Future. Plus, you'll have 
the opportunity to make 
tons of cash. Right, you 
think, where have I heard 
that before. Well, one of 
our better reps made over 
$1,000 last week. No crap. 
His name is Chad. Ask 
him. Anyway ... not too bad 
for a job where you set 
your own hours. And it 
looks good on a resume. 
CaJI Dave or Steve today 
at 823-2601. 
l 
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Talk shows: an equal opportunity offender 
wonderful programming on mid-morning and after- Truely, such an apperance can only serve as a be.cause there is noticeable growth in the size of his 
noon television this summer, I discovered you could testament for those who have attention-deficit disor- head. 
still catch up on all of the events of the day without ders but still don't know it. As such, it has no Somuchforobjectivityonthosetalkshows. Hope-
programming your VCR: some thoughtful person redeeming value for those of us that are normal. fully, you will be lucky enough to be busy in the 
decided to rebroadcast previous morning talk show As if the guests were not bad enough, the hosts of morning and not have to endure the tons of fecal 
programs at night. Nothing makes my day more the shows are like the announcers for pro wrestling. particles being emitted from your television by the 
complete than a healthy dose of the delightful topics With the exception of Montel Williams and Jane morning talk shows. As for the night, w4y would you 
and guests appearing on such fabulous programs as Pratt, the majority of the hosts of the daytime talk want to see the morning "circus sideshows" replayed 
Sally Jesse, Maury Povich, and Geraldo. Well, except ... shows are the most biased, egotistical, sellout pieces ·when you can tune in to real talk shows7 ··· 
for maybe an enema. · 
Now that school is back in full swing and most of 
us in the college world have morning classes, it is 
really great to know that we can catch our favorite 
morning talk showsreplayedatnight. Although some 
of the talk shows do have a token show that is of real 
r----------------·--------------, 
interest every once in a while, the majority of the 
topics and guests on the show are the epitome ·of what 
not to be and who not to know. 
There is not exactly a plethora of variety either. 
Usually all the channels spice up the excitement by 
having the same topics on the same day. If I see 
another show about skinheads or obese strippers, I 
will probablyplay agameofrussianrouletteall by my 
lonesome. Either that or maybe I could become a 
disgruntled postal worker. 
Perhaps all of the morning talk shows should be 
combined into one big monster truck-like extrava-
ganza of a show that should be called "The White 
Trash Weekly" or "The Loser Chronicles" because 
that is who is on those talk shows:LOSERS. 
Seriously, I could care less about some Kmart 
Cowboy that is having sex with a gorilla or what strip 
bar is trying to open too close to a church. It is one 
thing to be a loser dork that cheats on his wife by 
sleeping with transsexual prostitutesorwhateverelse; 
it is another thing to volunteer yourself to be on a 
. vidP11 version of the Enquirer and allow yourself to be 
humiliated and battered for public spectacle. 
What goes through these people's heads? Why 
would a person subject himself to the kind of bashing 
that goes on during a typical program? Maybe it has 
something to do with the whole "Darwinian food 
chain" thing. The lesser members of the species get 
eatenuponthetalkshows. Iguessthe"contestants"(if 
you will) think that it would be such a thrill to be on 
national television that they do not even care what 
happens to them. 
Sure. 
You can tell how much the big television appear-
ance means to them by the effort that they make to 
dress really nice and practice articulating their an-
swers. 
The American Bistro® . 
Present thiS coupon and 
• rec1eve one 
free appetizer with an 
$8.00 purchase. 
$1.00 off 
all drinks 
4500 E. Colonial Drive 
896-2234 
I 
Valid at Cownial Drive Location Only L------------------------------~ 
1he Centtal F1orida Future Classified 
GREEK CORNER 
Call x1247 or x3080, ask for Lori. Don't 
let this opportunity pass you by! 
2BD/2BH Half duplex, fenced yard, sky-
lights, fans. For sale $46,900. 
1------------~ Call 281-8012 leave message. 
Classes starling this week ... 
ooter says, ·welcome back brothers! Why not do something for yourself? 
fs have another!• Business majors: Join a co-ed self-defense club! UCF Area- 3 bedroom, 2 bath house 
heckoutUCF'soldestandmostprofes- No experience needed! For more info, W/D, cable, $245.00 month. 
ionally explicit fraternity at our social call 671-3667 or 380-6107. Beeper# 1-800-441-7243 
is Friday night. We're co-ed, so come 1-------------< P.l.N. # 49868 (leave# after beep) 
ne come all. Questions about life, the 
niverse, or anything, call Mike at 366-
268. PROUD TO BE A DELTASIGI 
-- . 
PLAY RUGBY 
All sizes needed. No experience neces-
sary. Practices 4-6 pm on Tue&Thurs. 
starting Aug. 31. For info 273-2373 ask 
for Andy. No guu,, no g:cry!! ·-
FOR SALE 
HELP 1VANTED 
Phi Beta Phi dinner servers needed. 
Meals included. Sun-Thurs. Call Mrs. 
Singer 273-2603. 
PART-TIME courier for print shop. Print-
ing or typesetting exp. a plus. 896-0166 
Chiid Care· pOsition 3-6 pm Mon-Fri 
25,1993 
Read books for pay 
Earn $100 per tide. Free details. 
Rush s.a.s.e. to P.O. Box 142331, 
Gainseville, FL 32604 
TYPISTS 
Term papers & resumes at terrific rates. 
281-8888 M-S 9-9. WP 5.1 and dsktp. 
KCO Inc./ Typing $i .oVI 670-13135 
- - CLUBINFO 
I 
3 pc sleeper sofa, love sea~ end tbl 
$125.00 Entertainment ctr. $75.00 
(Altamonte) 875-2311/332-1539 1--------------1 
UCBAI UCF ·Dive Club I• welcomlng 
w members. Meeting Fri 8/27 1-3 pm 
in SC214. For more info call Andrew 
382-8007. Lers get wet!! 
atholic Campus Ministry 
ewman Club- come join us! 
ass 11 am every Sunday 
n SOL (accross from mailboxes) 
rbecue Aug 29, 1993 at 
ewman House at 1 pm 
ree food, drinks, and fun! 
ather Brendan, 823-5337 or 281-4438 
Focus on fun and friends. Make a 
difference- get involved in an outstand-
ing service organization with a national 
reputation. Join Angel Flight! Rush Sept 
2&3, at7pm. 
Trailer 308, next to glass green house. 
ROOMMATES 2 dressers $25.00 ea. Bookshelf $15. 
365-9293 All items must go. The Central Florida Future is always 
1--------------t looking for talented, dependable writers 
Female non-smoker to share 312 quiet Pine Dinette set glasstop 4 chairs $1-50. and photographers. Gain valuable expe-
WORDMASTERS 
Typing & Resume Service 
Since 1986 for all studsnt needs. . 
IBM and Laser equip. Same day service 
avail. We've moved, call for info. 
2n-9600 home near Fashion Square Mall. Clean Sofa & 2 upholstered chairs $225. rience and get paid, tool Call Dave or 
house with pool, hot tub, wash/dry, and Kenmoremicrowave$75. All excel. cond. Lynn at 823-NEWS to get started. Re- 1--------------1 
dogs. $225 + 1/3 elec. 896-3790. need to sell! 740-0896 member, if you don'twork for the Future, 
1----------1-----------1 you're degenerate scum. 
Roommate needed yesterday! Share vw JEITA GL '91, teal, 4-dr, 5-spd. 
2Bd/2Ba apt w/all amenities in awe- sunfrrof, new tires, dean 
some River Park Apts. Call 380-3974. $9000 o/b/o (407) 328-7524 James · 
FOR RENT 
Diamond engagement ring 1/2 carats 1-
1 clarity. White round appraised $1500 
sell $500. Call Jeff 830-9106 
SERVICES 
Free Money- For College 
NO JOKE! 
1-------------i Millions- where it is 
For lease: 2 bedroom townhouse, 1 mi and how to find 1·t fr UCF $4351 $200 deposit. Call Mercury Topaz 85 auto/AC. Excellent om · mo, Free 1'n'ormati'on, call Joh 658 1215 running condition. Nice car. Asking 3k. ,, 
n - Call 382-4892 (813) 328-3304 
Papers typed- $1.25 per page. Quick 
tum around. Ask about my frequent user 
program. For more information call 
Bonnie at 366-5612. 
To all the women I've loved, I don't love 
any of you anymore! DKB 
GREEKS! CLUBS! FRATS! SORORITIES! 
So You Want To Be A Journalist? STL'DE\T GROL'PS~ Raise as Much as You 
Want In One Weeki 
$100 ... $600 ••• $1 IOOI 
Market ApplcatlON fOI Clltbank 
VllA, MCI, IEARI, AMOCOetc. 
Call fOI your FREI T ·IHIRT and fo 
STUDENT GROUPS 1 
' · 
Raise as Much as You 
Well, I'll tell you right now, a )oumalism degree from UCF will look real nice in a lhune .. 
Your parents will be proud that you're a college graduate, and maybe some of your loser 
high school drop-out buddies will be.imp~ed.B~twithoutpracticalexperience, ~yo~ 
degree Will get you is a Slushy machine operato~s )Ob at the local 7-1_1. 'J!> get ahead m ~ 
field, you need experience, and TheCentralFloridaFuturecan provide Just that And we II 
pay you, too. Call Dave or Lynn at 825-NEWS to get started -
• Friendly Atmosphere 
• Personal Training 
qualfy fOI FREI TRIP to MTV 
IPRINQ IRIAK llf•. 
CGI 1-ICJD.912-G521. ext. 61. 
Want In OM WMM 
$100 ••• $600 ••• $1500! 
Market Applic.ations for the 
hottest credit card ever.-
NEW GM MASTERCARD. 
Users eam BIG DISCOUNTS 
on GM CARS! Qualify for FREE 
T-SHIRT & '94 GMC JIMMY. 
Call 1~950-1039, ext. 75. 
,----------, 
*FREE I ENROLLMENT WITH I 
I ANY ANNUAL I 
I PROGRAM WITH I 
• Computer Fitness Testing 
s 
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• Co-Ed facility 
• Free Weights 
•Aerobics 
• Exercise cycles 
• Stairclimbers 
• Turbo Bikes 
• Sprint Circuit Training 
• Body Building 
• Weight Loss 
•Juice Bar 
•Nursery 
• Private Lockers 
• Private Showers 
MON-THURS 6 AM-11 PM FRIDAY 6 AM-10 PM 
SATURDAY 9 AM-8 PM SUNDAY 12 PM-5 PM 
6615 E. COLONIAL DR. • ORLANDO, FL 32807 • 658-8000 
I THIS COUPON STU- I I DENTS $19.95 PER I 
MONTH \.._ __________ _) 
t 
The f.nterlainment ~of The Cmtra1 l1orida future Atigt! 2.5, 1993 
Laundry I Laundry comes with instructions. I didn't know this. I 
thought those dials on the machines were for engineers who came in 
periodically to make sure our lives and laundry weren't being endangered 
by unsafe belts, motors and fluorescent bulbs. But now I've come to 
discover that those knobs need to be adjusted every time you do a load of 
laundry. · 
Laundry II Laundry 
comes in big piles that always 
weigh more than twenty pounds. 
Washing machine~ only come in 
one variety-the kind thatmakes 
loud crunching gear noises when 
you put more than twenty pounds 
of laundry in them. 
GroceryShopping !have 
a dictwn: ''Never go food shop-
ping when you 're hungry." If 
you 're hungry in a supennarket, 
you '11 go wild and buy lots of stuff 
you can't eat, like chocolate her-
ring orpeanutbutter and jelly mix 
in squeeze bottles. Hunger pro-
vides the inspiration to eat any-
thing, as the film "Alive" earlier 
this year demonstrated. 
Dates First ask your date 
whether he or she wants to skip 
the movie or go straight to your 
.. room. Thiswillsavelotsofmoney. 
Restaurants When you 
go into a restuarant and they say 
"Smoking or Non-Smoking," 
, don'tsay"Idon'tknow" because 
this confuses them. 
The Library It's the big 
brick building on the other side of 
the reflection pond (see Scum 
Pond). Chances are you won't 
have to enter the library if you 're 
the average degree-seeking stu-
dent. 
· Scum Pond This is that 
· shallow concrete puddle area in front of the administration building that 
• 
was specifically designed to grow fungus. 
Internships Later in your college career you will come across the 
concept of "internship . .,' This .supports the system by which you give the 
university $101.16 to work 160 hours for no pay. 
Laundry III Fact I: A sign warns that the dormitory laundry rooms 
are solely for the use of dormitory residents. 
Fact 2: Doing your laundry at one of the dormitory laundry rooms 
costs about half the price of your average real world laundromat 
Fact 3: (For non-campus residents) Figure it out for yourself. 
Laundry IV Every piece of clothing you buy has a tag that tells you 
what it is made of and how it should be washed. For instance, the shirt I'm 
id6uidc 
now wearing says, "Machine Wash Warm With Like Colors Tumble 
Dry Medium Remove Promptly Only Non-Clorine Bleach When 
Needed." And that's only for cotton. What if you're dealing with 
more complex fibers like polyester? My mind reels in horror. This 
is why I sort my clothes in random fashion. They will, of course, be 
DeHoog/Future 
tighter and take on a lighter 
color, but this is what is called 
in style. 
Library II Recently a good 
friend of mine showed me how 
to crash LUIS, the library's 
computerized card catalog. It's 
very simple and quite fun when 
you have a few minutes in be-
tween classes. 
Se~rugs With the advent of 
AIDS, it is really a toss-up be-
tween which is safer. While sex 
has been hiding its cheeks be-
hind hypocritical innocence, 
drugs have become all the more 
accessible. But as a continual 
. victim of the "Say No To Drugs" 
campaign, I choose the fonner. 
Add/Drop You've probably 
discoveredbynowthatyou can't 
get the classes you want, even 
after waiting in a very long line. 
Welcome to the state university 
system. 
Financial Aid You've prob-
ably discovered by now that 
you can't get your money, even 
after waiting in a very long line. 
Welcome to the state university 
system. 
Women You've probably dis-
covered by now that you can't 
get the one you want even after 
waiting in avery long line. Wel-
come to the UCF fraternity sys-
tern. 
Laundry V The opposite of starch is softener, and I'll never 
understand why you need to use either. 
Graduation This is a tough one. Some people believe after 
four years they deserve a piece of paper with their name engraved 
on it 
·Laundry VI Use detergent. 
•Alan Levi 
Revelation Writer 

) 
Much Ado 
About 
Something 
Decidely different from di-
rector Kenneth Branagh 's earlier 
dnm1aticforayinto Shakespearean 
territory "Henry V," ''Much Ado 
About Nothing" is one of 
Shakespeare 'smostamusing com-
edies, and it contains some great 
sexual humor on the continuous 
"battle of the sexes." 
The biting wit of the dia-
logue and the performances of the 
cast are what makes this film 
I 
L ·-
Qevelation A~ 'CJ. l'R3 R3 
:I '-' \ I '-. ':> 
memorable. Like most of 
Shakespeare's classics, it is the 
focus on rich characters, snappy 
dialogue and sexual humor that 
., ••• 
one of the best actresses in film 
today. She is witty, vibrant and 
sexy and seen:is born to play 
Shakespeare's Beatrice. 
As the idiotic and vulgar 
Dogberry, Constable of the Watch, 
Michael Keaton is wildly funny, 
once you can understand what he 
is saying. 
l '1,.\~i ·. I provide the entertainment. Branagh is extremely gifted and 
displays great chann when per-
fonning Shakespeare. Following 
up her Academy Award winning 
perfonnance in "Howard's End," 
Emma Thompson proves she is 
Kean!l R~ve3, who plays 
the evil Don John, is the only actor 
who seems out of place. It is really 
quite impossible to imagine him 
saying anything but "dude" (as 
one member of the audience ut-
tered after Keanu's first line of 
dialogue). Unless he is presented 
with a more suitable role, Reeves 
is destined to star in a live-action 
Young lovers Claudio and Hero in Kenneth 
Branaugh's •Much Ac*> About Nothing• 
Courtesy/Samuel Goldwyn!Enzian 
versionof"BeavisandButthead.'' 
• Scott Jacobson 
Alafaya McDonald's Supports 
UCF Knights 
Buy Any Large Sandwich & G~t One Free 
(Free Sandwich Must Be of Equal or Lesser Value) 
Valid Until September 30, 1993 
Not good in conjunction with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit. 
Offer good only at these McDonald's: 
12305 University Blvd• 10413 Colonial Dr.• 7409 E. Colonial Dr. 
Free Soft Drink, Tea and Coffee Refills 
Wednesday Is 
Ladies & Mens 
Night At. .. 
SpEciAL DRiNk PRicES 
JUST FOR MEN 
1 
I 
I 
$1.75 Miller Genuine Draft 
$2 Wells 
ALL NIGHT 
LONG! 
iNcludiNG··· $1.00 Drafts 
All Night Long! 
1241' S. ORANGE BlossoM TRAil 
4}8-1 }}~ 
Alafaya to East-West 
East-West to Beeline 
Beeline to 441 exit 
2 miles south of Beeline 
on the left, in S. Chase Plaza 
llttlln< 
LikE Buck NAkEd sAys: 
It's the most 
fun you can 
have with your 
boots on 
There's really nothlng 
more sexy then a 
woman 
with a cigarette hang-
ing 
out of her mouth. 
Right. 
August 25, 19931 'lbe Central l'torlda FUtme 16 
International Calculator FULL SET 
---ACRYLICS $20 
FIBERGLASS $30 
REFILLS $18 
REPAIRS 
NAIL ART $1 PER NAIL : 
~'{ .• , 
POLISH CHANGE $3 .,~. . , 
I 
PEDICURE , $18 :_~ / 
PARAFFIN TREATMENT $5 I /A 
- ·.~ / /fl 
Call 381-1552 
Announces: 
Two great HP 48 calculators 
.to choose from: 
Fa HEWLETT L"l.i PACKARD 
•HP 4SG Graphic 
32-KB RAM built in. 
All HP 48GX features 
•HP 48GX Graphic 
Expandable 
The best calculator for 
your education and your 
career - 128 KB of RAM 
built in, plus expandability. 
included except plug-in options. An excellent choice 
when plug-in expandability is not a requirement 
Call Don O' Rourke at 898-0081 
International Calculator & Computer, 2916 Corrine Dr. 
AAibertsons® 
---FOOD & PHARMACY __ _ 
c Copyright 1993 by Albllrlsons, Inc. All Rlght8 Rnerved 
2 
SAVE WITH OUR ROCK BOTTOM PRICES! 
2 pockets 
3 prongs 
Holds 81/2 x 11 in. 
Paper 
Filler Paper Pocket & Prong Stick Pens 70 ct. 1hemebook 
Pen Tab, 200 count Mead Folders 1 PaperMate Write Bros. Mead 
2$ 5$ 
for for each 
Wise Chips 
Assorted 
19 
20oz. 
Keg Beer is 
Available in 
our Liquor 
Store 
~~~:.~~'.':: ........ ........ ea. ~ $ J 
~!~i~~o~ ... ................ ea. 9~ 
Economy 459 Sponge Mop 
#32-2494 .. .... ......... ...... ..... : .... ...... ea. 
10 Quart 
Handi-Pail 
Assorted Colors ... ...... .... ..... ... .... ea. 
J99 
-
B pc. Fried 
Chicken 
2 Breasts, 2 Thighs, 2 
Legs, 2 Wings ea. 
12 pk. Soft Drinks 
Janet Lee 
l1!~ans 
Tropical Plants 
Assorted 
99 
6" pot 
!!!!tfef ~~~.Cii ............ ea. !, s 6 ~~a:~~~:.!.. ................. ea. 399 
· 100T~:J,~~~ .......... ~~~~ . .tb. 2"9 Round Laundry' J 99 
Turkey Breast 349 ~s'!~~~~o1ors ......................... ea. 
Great for Sandwiches! ............... lb . 
.__E_10n_c9_o_!~-·~_:_a_~_a_~-~-·~-·~-·~_ ..._ ... _ ... _ea_._9_'JO __ !;!~f ~t~ . ~................. ea. 899 
::;:,n:~[f6 W~~ ........................ ... ea. 1 S99 Windmere 499 ~:f::ani~r ....... ......................... ea.359 g~~'!??u-~~~~ .. ~~.~~~~~ea. 
Items and Prices effective thru 
August ~ 1, 1993. Limit Rights Reserved. 
• 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
> 
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ATTENTION 
STUDENTS! 
CALL HOME 
CHEAP! 
Call from any 
phone, anytime, 
anywhere in 
the U.S.A. for 
25¢ a minute. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
CALL 24D-9437 
Looking FQr Autborlzed Dealers 
University 
(M@bil) 
WELCOMES BAck STudENTS 
WiTli A 10% UCF DiscouNT 
University Mobil is a complete auto 
service center. From electrical, air 
conditioning and computer systems 
to fuel injection, brakes and batteries, 
University Mobil can help. 
Domestic & Import autos serviced. 
University Mobil 
677-7988 
-
Comer of University and Goldenrod-
Your one stop, complete I 
auto service center. 
T JUSTFOR 
T 
PEOPLE25 
AND UNDER 
FREE 
ANYTIME 
TELLER™ 
CARD 
FREE USE OF 
SOUTHTRUST 
ANYTIME 
TELLER 
MACHINES 
ASK ABOUT 
OUR SERVICE 
GUARANTEES. 
Revelation Augu& 25. 1CJ13 ID 
M u s i c 
Deadbolt claims to be the "scari-
est band in the world," and I'm inclined 
to agree, although I'm not slire if"scary" 
is the right word. Imagine an hour-long 
version of "Monster Mash" and you 
probably have a pretty good idea what 
this disc s0unds like. 
_ · , While it's refreshing to hear a 
different style of music for a change, 
Deadboltdoesnotreallyvary their sound 
or tempo or basically anything from one 
song to the next and,before long, mo-
notony begins to set in. I think I would 
have liked Deadbolt much more if they 
had released just a couple of songs on a 
7-inch. 
I 
· •DaveBauer 
Editor in Chief 
I 
Tangerine Dnmn 
220VoltUve 
<Miramar) 
I think that if I'm by some chance 
alive in the 22nd century (like I'm acciden-
tally cryogenically frozen for about 150 
years) and I step into an elevator, songs like 
Tangerine Dream's version of "Purple 
Haze" will be playing. 
I really enjoyed this album's con-
glomeration of instrumental sounds. Un-
lik.e many other bands that try be on the 
cutting edge of technology, Tangerine 
Dream does not lose sight of its origins. 
The only negative thing I have to 
say about 220 Volt live is that it occasion-
ally drones into something that sounds like 
the soundtrack to a made-for-television 
murder mystery. 
•Dave Bauer 
Editor in Chief 
T No 
PER-CHECK 
CHARGE 
T JUST99¢ 
A MONTH 
OR 
$11.88 
PER YEAR 
T No 
MINIMUM 
BALANCE 
TO 
MAINTAIN 
fustChecking is available at the following SouthTrust Banking Centers: 
© 1993 SouthTrust 
Downtown Orlando 246-6000; University Blvd.!Goldenrod 246-6050; Lake Mary 330-2300 (246-6060 from 
Orlando); Good Homes Rd. Ocoee 294-1535; Altamonte Crossing 774-8989; Hunter's Creek 240-7812. 
SouthTrust Bank IE 
Member FDIC 
• • 
"Carbonated water, But fret not, my curi-
high-fructosecomsyrup,phos- ous friends. There are ways to 
phoricacid,caffeine,citricacid find out what goes into that 
andnaturalflavoring."-these disgustingly sweet beverage 
are the only clues Coca-Cola otherthan to stalk and.kill those 
gives as to what is in its prod- threekey-bearingpeople. Read 
uct TheexactformulaforCoke on. 
proof, as far as I'm concerned, Then add ciramel, caffeine 
came last Passover when I saw and 11 grams of phosphoric 
special 2-liter bottles of Coke acid. Next, take a cocoa leaf 
labeled as "Kosher for Pass- (crushed) and a Kola nut 
over." Why else would regular (crushed) and soak it in 20 
Coke not be kosher? percent 
And now, should you alcohol. 
is prehaps one of the best-
guarded secrets in the coun-
try-I've read that it's kept in a 
saferequiringtwokeys toopen. 
Only three people have a key 
and none of them have both. 
One big surprise is that, ~ver feel ·the urge (or if Coke (Co c a -
in all probability, Coke con- everchangesitsfonnulaagain), Cola is 
tains hog fat I had long thought · here is how to make your very rumored 
that Coke derived the glycerin own Coca-Cola. to have 
initssyrupfromanimalsources First, start with sugar u s e d 
ratherthanvegetableones. The or high-fructose com syrup. Califor-
PROBLEM SOLVING COURSES 
FALL 93 
MA THEMATICS I PHYSICS 
• CALCULUS 1 
• CALCULUS 2 
• CALCULUS 3 
• SUPER DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 
• ENGINEERING PHYSICS 1 
• ENGINEERING PHYSICS 2 
COURSES BEGIN : 
ENGINEERING - CORE : 
•STATICS 
•DYNAMICS 
• THERMODYNAMICS 
• FLUID - MECHANICS 
• THERMO - FLUIDS 
• MECHANICS OF MATERIALS 
• PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING 
REGISTRATION DEADLINE : 
AUGUST 7 
SEPTEMBER 20 
COURSE INrORWATION IENSYSJ CORPORATION HOT LINE •••• • •• 3~1-~81' 
6582 UNIVERSITY BLVD. orncr . .... .. . 657-67811 
ENGINEERING PROFESSIONAL : 
•STATICS 
•DYNAMICS 
• THERMODYNAMICS 
WE'RE EASY TO FIND ! 
;J "l =Fw ·r· 
65!2 UNIVERSITY 
COMlol.£RC£ CENTER 
niawhite 
i W in e 
a g e s 
a g o ) 
Next, 
add lime 
juice 
(athough 
Coe a-
Cola de-
nies ever 
using it 
as an in-
gredient). Now, take a variety 
of fruit essences such lemon, 
orange, lim, and the infamous 
cassia(Chinesecinnamon) and 
nutmeg oils. Add a couple of 
grams of 95 percent alcohol 
and shake. Let it stand for 24 
.!!) 
hoursataboutrodegrees Fahr-
enheit Finally, add some va-
nilla extract and enough water 
to make one gallon. 
This may not be the 
DeHoog/FUIUTe 
fonnula 
exactly, 
but it 
· should 
b e 
pretty 
close. 
Granted, 
it's a 
hell of a 
1 0 t 
easier to 
plop 
down 
$1.19 at 
the gro-
cery 
store for 
a pre-
m ad e 
two-liter bottle, but nowhere 
near as much fun. 
(Thanks to the Penguin with-
out whom this article would 
not have been possible.) 
•Dave Bauer 
Editor j.n Chief 
welcome BACk LO UC~ ANO shAOJROCk BeveRAc;e 
BUSCH& 
BUSCH 
LIGHT 
9s9 
BACARDI 
RUM 
99 
750ML 
VODKA 
99 
750ML 
FOSTER'S 
OIL CAN 
99 
320Z 
LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES NEXT TO KINKO'S AND UCF CREDIT UNION 
PHONE 823-9370 HOURS 10:00 am TO 1 :30 am VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
< 
) 
Revelation A~y& 'Q 1g)3 Q7 
Blood Musicpain1s a gruesome picture 
Jesse Prichard 
Hwiter's Blood Music is 
smooth, light bedtime 
reading in a chilling but 
not too oppres-
weaknesses. She also uses of men, she seems to feel in 
a wide spectrum of person- some way that all men have 
alities, thoughts and fears, the secret desire to rape and 
including those of the murder women. 
sive style which, 
although it lacks 
humor, allows a 
fluidness that 
lets your mind 
wander through 
the pages. 
Hunter 
catches interest 
with keen in-
sight on her 
woman charac-
ters. However, 
she needs to de-
velop a better 
understanding 
of how a victim 
ofrape feels and 
how she is viewed by 
others. Herwomenhave a 
humanistic touch, and 
Hunter concentrates on 
the idea that people are 
vulnerable through their 
murderer's wife, which add 
perspective and color to her 
story. The author's percep-
tion of her male characters 
lacks depth. Although she 
touches on the weaknesses 
~Ufff & SPORT 
Hardcore, Bulletproof, 
and Dedicated 
Located in the UC6 Pla7a 
comer of University & Alafaya 
between McOonalds & UC6 
407-380-7427 
*Co · Soon! BAUER Inline Skates! 
INTERNATIONAL 
ELECTRONICS WAREHOUSE 
CENTRAL FLORIDA'S FIRST! MAILORDER HO~SE ;J
~ FOR WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS .,J/ 
~ (407) 678-DEAL ~ 
CAR AND HOME - AUDlO-VIDEO-COMPUTERS-CELLULAR-RADAR-PHONES 
ADS· AIWA ·ALPINE • ALTOC LAXSINC ·AUDIO COl'flllOL • AUTOtACE - AVJTAL 
la.UlCTTA • LU.OOKA. BELL. 81..AUtUJUCT. CLJlWll'I YtCA • CLAJUON • COllKA ·CODE ALAJlM 
cotlSTIC. CIUM.ESTOPPUl - CllUNCH - DENON • DIAMO!CD Tf.L - CKIC!iSOPI • FUJITSU ·HARADA 
~ICS • HOTT SETUP· ll'IFINIT\' • JENllM • JIL • JVC • JCj - K_.. • ~WOOD • .Kl<:JaA 
KOOL CLO • LA SOIJl'ID - U:CAC\' • Ml QUART • MITSUBISlil • MOTOROLA· Nl:C • 01" • OltJO:f 
P,ulASONIC • PIOflUJl- f'llJ:CISION PUWf.Jl 01'11.EDATOll • 1'1ttSTIGt - !'YU:· l'YILUUD 
ROCKFORD fOSGATt. SAl'l\'O. Stl.EllWOOD • SOllY. TAllCA -T~Ol'llONJ: • TOSlllBA 
TltOl'EZ - UICI.Of.II • UIUIAN AUDIO• WWST1Lll • MAIO', MAN\' MOil[! 
WE WrLL BEAT YOUR BEST PRICE DELIVERED TO YOUR 
DOOR! BUY DIRECT AND SA VE! 
C\J..L WITH BRAND AND MOD.EL NUMBER FOR TUE BEST PRICES L"I TIU COUNTJlY! 
MAIL OBDBB DBPAB'l'KBNT 
10138 CHBSllAK DRIVB 
ORLANDO, FL 11817 
For those 
with an IQ over 
100 though, 
Hunter's book 
has no original-
ity. It has all .the 
symptoms of a 
formula novel, a 
common malady 
of the modem 
book style. For a 
start, the author 
should not ha-ve 
written the entire 
novel on the in-
ner flaps of the 
book jacket. It 
would be more 
practical to write 
a halfway decent drama 
than to fool around with 
hacking out a murder story 
that needs crutches. 
•Rishonah Romans 
Revelation Writer 
DYNRM IC WORK I NG 
ENU I RONMENT 
needs DEPENDABLE, llARDwoRKING1 
· PERSoNABLE Students with very 
flexible work hour restrictions to 
serve as Ushers, Security, Change 
Over and Event Support. 
RPPL I CRT/ ONS 
AVAILABLE IN THE UCF ARENA 
DIRECTOR'S OFFICE & ARE 
DUE BV FRIORV, 
RUGUST 27, 5 pm 
If you're afraid of 6rea{(j.ng a sweat -- ion't app[y. 
t-
Colendar 
BENNY&JOON 
AUG.25 
6&9PMSAC 
MIDNIGHT OIL WITH 
ZIGGY MAR1EY AND 
1HE MB.ODY MAKERS & 
HOTiiOUSE ROWERS 
AUG.29 4PM 
1HEEDGE 
'°;'\ 
Bill MurraY-l 
Gr~undhog Day 
GROUNDHOG DAY 
AUG.'29 
6&9PMSAC 
DAYROOM 
AUG.'31 SPM 
. a.us NOWHERE 
SADE wrrH DIGABLE 
PLANETS 
SEPT.21 
ORLANDO ARENA 
BAD RBJGION AND 
GREEN DAY 
SEPT.249PM 
1HESTATION 
DEPEO-IE MODEWJTH 
THE THE 
OCT. 5 7".30 PM . 
ORLANDO ARENA 
COVERDALE/PAGE 
wnH VINCE NBL 
OCT. 10 7".30 PM 
ORI.ANDO ARENA 
CYPRESS HILL WITH 
HOUSE OF PAIN, 
RJNKDOOBIEST & lHE 
HOOLIGANS 
OCTOBER f14 PM. 
THE EDGE 
ROD STEWART 
NOVEMBER 18 S PM. 
ORI.ANDO ARENA 
DEANA'l lll/N ART ITllD/O Apartment Locator Licensed, Award Winning 
Female Artist 
DEANA LIPPENS 
/11,wl,1111/ eNp1e11loo wltl 
11 Ille time 9111111111tee ffiST - EfiSY - FREE 
Fine Line Designs. Freehand. or Cover~ups 
Body Play-Erotic Piercing & Jewelry by Appointment-Call Toda 
Sterile Conditions Apts * Homes * Condos * Daplaes 
14180 E. Colonial Dr. 
Orlando FL 32826 
281-1228 
Mon-Sat 12-8 student I.D. 657-8282 
raiif' ~ ® 
Subs & Salads 
fGiilff~ 
I ~ 9 Subs & Salads · 
I ~ .. 
I 
I 
Subs & Salads I 
euyone 6"SubandGetoneot 12251 University Blyd. A N 11 . r- ~L ws+E 1 Any Foot Long Equal or f R EE (Across from UCF • Next to UC6Cinema) 
~2.00 
OFF 
FREE 
6'' SUB 
Lesser Value PHONE AHEAD * Blimpie 
With Medium FOR PICK-UP. X UCF I With Medium 
. 
0rt:;:i,::~!:se . 281-1007 UNIVERSITY : ~!':~~~:se ' 
Not valid witt flTf alher ciscounl offer. Not valid wldelivery Nol valid wilh "Tf Ollllr cisaMlll dltr. Nol vaid ~ 
· I. • Validwilhlhiseoupononly.Onepercustomer_'I WE FRESH SUCE OUR SUBS TO ORDER! ~ Oldels. Valdwilhlhiscoupononly.Onepercullolnlr: 'i 
, ________ £ .3i.1--------"" 
Back To College With 
Savin~ To Tlie 
At Office· 
Save53% 
Save $40.01 
fiJ 
~--··· - .. 
Texas 
Instruments 
TI-81 Graphic 
Calculator 
~i:C!C! • Pull-<i>wn display menus 
----- n.. 300 fu ti' fliqq~mj • vver nc ons ~Slrl~I •Interactive graphing features ·~~~-
•L:.JCJ c:::i• • 8-line x 1 ~aracter display TEXAS~ 
INSJRUMENTS $6999 
Catalog List Price $110.00 
033317073122 OfficeMax Everyday low Price 
Mead 8 Star 1 Subject l'f otebook .. $8.19 
043100062066 
BIC 8 a\. Clio Stlc Pen ••••••••••••••.•••• $1.99 
070330908413 
Save $.91 
K&M 1" 
Poly 
Binder 
• Pqly material \_--==----
• Resists moisture 
• Fashion colors 
Catalog List Price $1.90 
om11120019 
99° 
Offic.Max Everyday low Price 
SCM a l /8" z 11" :r.gal Pads ...... $2.•a 
070630307091 
J'aber-Cutell ' ct. 'l'extllner ••••••• $3.97 
070530630695 
Save 55% 
Catalog List Price $8.95 
077914606208 OfficeMax Everydmy Low Price 
Papermate 18 ct. Sharpwrlter •.••• $8,,9 
04154030301 s 
Mead Wlreleaa l'featbook •••••••••••••••• 78~ 
043100056263 
8 1/2" x 11" 20# WHITE BOND : SELF-SERVICE COPIES 40 
PUE DELIVlllY with orders of $80 or more within our trading area. Call: 1-800-688-6278, Pu: 1·800-777-4329 
FERN PAllK Store Hours: Sun 11 am-6pm • Mon-Fri 8am-9pm • Sat 9am-9pm 
FERN PARK PLAZA 
Dixie Hwy. (Rt. 17-92) & Semoran Blvd. 
(Rt. 436) East of 1-4. 
830-8900 
ORLANDO 
COLONIAL PLAZA 
E. Colonial at Maguire. 
Across from Fashion Square Mall. 
895-2400 
OfficeMax® i 
~--111111!'~~~~~~~·~4 • 
-- Savings is the Bottom Line!® a 
{ 
Qevelation Augu& 25, 1~3 Q9 
The Rockettes. fast-paced show and time for UCF to have one 
The Solid Gold Dancers. dance revue." too." 
The UCF Dance Troupe. The dance troupe Dawn Harden, the 
Yes, the UCF Dance is the brainchild ofFrancis Student Center's program 
Troupe. Never heard of . Johnson, who has been . : director, says that this type Just our silly little them? involved with similar of program is "going to 
The troupe, which . groups for the past ten be a great form of promo- way of letting you has yet to be officially years. tion ·for UCF ... they [the 
named, will be made up of According ,,.. to dancers] will be ambassa- know advertising in 
six male and six female Johnson, "several·i other dors for the university." 
the Future really singer/dancers who will universities all over the 
travel and perform in an country have dance •Kisha Dunn works! 
"upbeat contemporary troupes .. .I thought it was Revelation Writer 
. Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with. 
• • i.;-, 
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people 
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and 
comfortable care for over eight years. And I'd like you 
·to experience my personalized care, too. So please 
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only 
$24, an $89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment. 
Only for U. C.F. Students with Valid l.D. 
George Yarko, D.D.S. 
Certified: Dental Implant Prosthetics 
Member: American Dental Association, 
Academy of General Dentistry, Academy for 
Sports Dentistry, Florida Dental Association , 
Greater Orlando Denta l Society 
Team Dentist: University of Central Florida 
$24 complete dental exam and consultation 
(an $89 value) includes: 
Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or 
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer 
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped, 
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check 
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get 
treatment recommendations 
Call today, because this offer ends 4/30/ 94 
East Orlando Dental 
11780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817 
(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.) 
Call 282-2101 
~ It is our office policy that the patient and any o ther person responsible for payment has the right to refuse to pay, ca ncel payment, or be re imbursed for payment fo r any other service, examination, or treatment which is 
19 perfo rmed as a result of and with in 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the fyee, discounted fee, or reduced fee service, examination, or treatment. 
ISLAND PRODUCTIONS 
PRESENTS ... 
_"LIVE" 
RUSSELL SIMMONS' 
"DEF COMEDY JAM" 
SATURDAY, OCT. 2 AT 8:00 PM 
as seen on HBO 
now live at the 
Tickets on sale at all 
"Ticket Master Outlets"· 
at Gayfers, 
Mega Movies, 
Sound 
Warehouse, · 
Spec's, and 
the UCF 
Arena or 
call for your 
tickets today. 
( 407) 839-3900 
UCF 
Arena! 
s~ 
DATELINE 
BY AREA CODE - NATIONWIDE 
It's Time To Call 
1-900-950-956 7., €,)CC. 575 
Only $2 Per Minute 
• Private Mail Boxes • Bulletin Board • Get Personal Phone Nos. 
Avalon Comm., Ft. Laud., FL. • 305-525-0800 • 18 or Older 
Student Legal Services 
Problems With: 
Landlords 
Insurance 
Contracts 
Traffic Tickets 
Need: 
A Will 
A Name Change 
Uncontested Dissolution 
UCF!s Student Legal Services provides free 
legal consultation and representation in 
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students. 
For informa tio~ or an a ppoin tmen t 
call 823-2538 
or stop by the Student Center 
Room 210 
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Funded through Activity & Service Fee 
by the Student Government Association 
Live life on the edge? . 
You may be just the kind of person Rev-
elation Magazine is looking for. A num-
ber of positions are available covering 
events both on and on campus. Call 823-
NEWS and ask for Trm or Shannon. . 
K A p L A N Th< ....... , •• ,,.. " " ¥""""" 
MCAT* LSAT*GRE*DAT*OAT*NCLEX*TOEFL*SA T 
SOLID TEST PREP 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST 
August 25, 1993 l 'lbe C'.enlrdl Florlda FUture 22 
Monthy Payments From 
$292 
Per Month P&I 
WHY PAY RENT? 
COLONIAL PARK 
Bued on ula price of 
$53,llOO Loan Program FHA. 
I yr ARM 2/1 buy down off o1 
St. interelte lit year. Pay'* 
flllt ~ 3S. annual 
ape of ts. Ufe ap ol St., 
margin 2". 3S MIP reg per 
FHA. APR to be .tned. $291.32 
P&l. Rate and ternw IUbject 
to dwlp Wlhcut notice. 
Paymenta 1llled an lormuntha 
. 1-16. Montlia 17-2193S, months 
2MO • •s, '1-62 ess. 
AFFORDABLE· BUY· DEMETREE 
1519 Brookebridge Drive• Orlando, Florida 32825 
(407) 381-9238 . 
Marketed By Continental National Inc., Lie. Real Estate Broker 
The Learnin:·=:· Center 
Providing Excellence in ompu ter Training 
Available Software Courses 
DOS 
Windows 3.1 
WordPerfect 5.1 
WordPerfect 6.0 
WordPerfect for Windows 5.2 
Word for Windows 2.0 
Lotus 1-2-3 rel. 2.2 
Lotus for Windows rel. 1.1 
Excel for Windows 4.0 
dBase III+ 
Prices 
UCF Student $49.95 
UCF Alumni $75.00 
• Covering introductory concepts to 
advanced techniques 
• Providing personal hands-on, 
instructor-led one day courses 
• Offering comprehensive course 
materials and phone support 
Help Desk 
823-5117 
conveniently located in the 
UCF Computer Store 
• 
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Sept5 
Sept6 
Sept 11 
Sept 18 
Sept 24 
Sept. 26 
Oct. 3 
Oct6 
Oct9 
Oct 13 
Oct. 16 
Oct 17 
Oct. 22 
Oct23 
Oct27 
Nov.6 
Men's Soccer 1993 Schedule 
Florida Atlantic 7p.m. 
7p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
3p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
2p.m. 
2p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
4p.m. 
3p.m. 
3p.m. 
lp.m. 
lp.m. 
lp.m. 
3:30p.m . 
4p.rn. 
Playoffs: a fevv million bucks away? 
Nova 
Tampa 
Mercer 
UNC-Greensboro 
UNC-Charlotte@ UNCG 
Florida International 
South Florida Away 
FLORIDA TECH 
STETSON Home 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON# 
GEORGIA STATE 
Maryland-Baltimore Co.@ Stetson 
Western Kentucky @ Stetson 
JACKSONVILLE 
))~VANE Y'S 
.Eatery & Sports Pub 
7660 Vniversily Blvd. 
UNIVERSITY & COLDENROD 
COOOINCS CENTER 679-6600 
August 27th 
*Special Karaoke· with 
lip sync & dance contest 
*$2.50 Liters 
*$1.50 bottles 
*Prizes & Giveaways 
I • 
So, You want 
to be a 
LAWYER? 
By 1RACE TRYLKO 
Co-Sports Editor 
Thursday's trade of Brian 
Wtlliams to Denver culminated a 
swnmer for the Orlando Magic 
in which the "salary cap" and 
"playoffs" were buzz words. 
Williams went to the Nuggets 
in exchangefocguardToddLichti 
and·. forward/center Anthony 
Cook. This trade frees up$1 . .243 
million dollars in the salary cap to 
sign Anfemee Hardaway. 
Hardaway was Orlando' sfirst 
round draft selection. The Magic 
draftedMichigan' sChris Webber 
firstandthentradedhim toGolden 
State for Hardaway. 
How did the Magic get in this 
situation in the first place? At 
press time of our last spring issue, 
the Magic were battling for a 
playoff spot Despite a 4141 
record, the Magic lost the 
tiebreaker to Indiana. 
However, this allowed them 
an opportunity to improve their 
squad ftnther. Last year's first-
roundsuccess,Rookieofthe Year 
ShaquilleO'Neal, buoyedMagic 
front office hopes. Then 
Orlando'sping-pongsuccesscon-
tinued; theydefiedone-in-()600ds 
and snared the draft's number 
one selection again. 
Attend our Free Seminar on 
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS 
on 
Monday, August 30, 1993 
· 7:00 pm 
Holiday Inn UCF, 
12125 High Tech Ave 
Topics discussed by Top Professional Speakers will include: 
When and where to apply; admission criteria of top programs: ho.w to 
make your letters of recommendation count; what schools look for in your 
personal statement; how to explain bad grades and how to be ready for the LSAT exam. 
rbwobr1 
CALL US AT 1-800-777-EXAM 
TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT 
.~ 
Orlando's playoff hopes were just out of reach in 19CJ3, despite 
the efforts of Shaquille O'Neal~ DeHoog/ Future 
But, with back-to-back num-
ber one picks, the salary cap be-
comes a problem . . Orlando still 
has some maneuverin_g to do, but 
now has money to work with. 
sign Hardaway. 
Once accomplished, talk will 
tum from money to making the 
playoffs. 
Orlando's Magic maneuvers 
They'll need every penny of it to never stop. 
1993 Women's Soccer Schedule 
Sept. 4 St Mary's@FIU lp.m. 
Sept. 8 Stetson 4p.m. 
Sept 18 North Carolina lp.m. 
Sept 19 Duke @UNC 12:30p.m. 
Sept 25 Berry lp.m. 
Sept 26 Mercer 3p.m. 
Sept 30 Centenary 3p.m. 
Oct. 2 Southern Methodist 2p.m. 
Oct. 3 TexasA&M . lp.m. 
Oct. 8 LYNN 4p.m. 
Oct 10 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 4p.m. 
Oct. 17 COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 3:30p.m. 
Oct. 22 Florida International 7p.m. 
Oct. 26 STETSON 3:30p.m. 
Oct. 31 DAYTON lp.m. 
HOME GAMES IN CAPS 
FALL BEDDING SPECIAL 
MATTRESS SETS 
~rP>~©O~[L 
. rP>!RlO©~~ 
[fi(Q)[R1 
(UJ © [¥i ~11 (UJ [Q) ~ [N]iJ~ 
Twin $49 each 
Full $55 each 
Queen $69 each 
ALL NEW MERCHANDISE 
SAME DAY FREE DELIVERY 
4 pc. Bedroom Sets 
(Similar to Picture) $ 2 3 9 
• Double Dressers • Mirror • Headboard • Bedframe 
all for $239 
J.9CJ3FOOTBALLSCHEDULE 
Sept 11 VALDOSTA STATE 
Sept 18 at East Carolina 
Sept 25 McNEESE STATE 
Oct2 YALE 
Oct9 SAMFORD 
Oct. 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 
(Homecoming) 
Oct23 at Bethune-Cookman 
Oct30 at Troy State 
Nov.6 LIBERTY 
Nov.13 BVFFALO 
Nov. 20 at Louisiana Tech 
HOME GAMES IN BOW CAPS 
AIL HOME GAMES AT 1 :30 PM. 
DAY GAMES from page 28 
sion was made, most, including 
fonner President Tom Lang, feel 
that''When the seasonisoverwe 
will ... evaluate the results." 
Head Coach Gene McDowell 
admitted fatigue will be a factor 
but actually saw the move as an 
advantage for the Knights. 
Oct. 10-12 
Oct. 18-19 
Oct. 30-31 
Nov. 7-8 
Sept. 17-19 
Sept. 25-26 
Oct. 15-17 · 
Qct. 29-31 
Nov. 6-7 
UCF MEN S GOLF 
1993 SCHEDULE 
Stetson Invit. 
Dixie Invit. 
Troy State Invit. 
South Alabama Invi t. 
UCF WOMEN S GOLF 
1993 SCHEDULE 
].ady Seminole Invit. 
.... Lady. Sunshlne Invit. 
Beacon Woods Invit. 
Tiger-Ti~ Invit. 
Lady Cougar Invit. 
2 4 Aug. 25, 1993. 1be cmllal Flor.kla PUbft 
1~3 Schedule U.C.F. Cnm Country 
September 11- Greentree Invit @ Miami. 
September 25- FSU lnvit 
October 2- UCF lnvitl. 
October 9- UF Invit 
October 15- USF Champs 
October 30- T AAC Champs@ Georgia State 
November 13- NCAA Reg. Champs@ Funnan 
INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE 
Event 
Fiae Football -= 
3 on 3 B-ball 
Disc Golf 
Volleyball 
Wiffleball 
Deadline 
917 
9/8 
9/9 
9/13 
9/17 
Play 
9/13-11/4 
. 9/15-10/20 
9/9 
9/20-11/4 
9/18 
AT&T can 
help you save money 
whether you live ''Ourguysareusedtothisheat They ha~e to practice in it all the 
time. I think y~u will see it wOik 
out in our favor." 
UCF summer practices talce 
place in perllaps the hottest por-
tion of the sununer and under the 
watchfuleyesofthetrainers. This 
experience should pave the way 
for a smooth transition from the 
traditional Saturday night affair. 
on campus, off campus, 
or somewhere 
Will this move put more fans 
in the stands? As Bowers said, 
"only time will tell." However, 
this, combined with a move to 
Division I and no longer having 
tocanpetewiththecentralHaida 
night-life, may result in large 
_crowds and a renewed spirit in 
Orlando for UCF football. 
Support political in-
codrrectness. Eat more 
re meat. 
A public service an-
nouncement frpm the 
Central Florida Fu-. 
tu re. 
in between. 
Choose AT&T and save. 
No matter where you choose to live, you can save money on your long distance phone bill with AT&T. 
.On campus, your administration offers AT&T ACUS"' Service Long Distance savings. 
Off campus, choose AT&T as your long d~stance carrier and save with A'I&T Savings Options. Either way, 
you'll save money no matter how your calling needs change. It's all part 9f The i Plan:" 
C 1993AT&T 
• The personalized plan designed to fit the way you call. 
To sign up, stop by our booth on campus or call 
1800654-0471, Ext. 4119. 
-
-ATs.T 
.• 
Co_llege . . 
~ 
Book& 
. 
Supply 
" Your Used Textbook Headquarters" 
· · Loc·~tedin th~ University . Sll<>ppes 
. . ::.···:. · ... ·' . . . - ... ' . . .· ·.' ·.... . . .· . - .. 
. . ....... __ .·, (Next to Kinkos & Dominos). 
• .· . :- ..... .-,,·-.··~.Jr i· ... '· . .,. . • • : . , .. . . • •·-· -· .. -·-~·-··.;,,:·.·· !' .:~-/;.~.!t--\0.4 ........ ,'J;, ... _.,.,.,,., . ., _;,..r··:,.,.-_. ... , . ..1 .--;.: • ••• • • . • • ·,...~-· ' 1 - • ·"~·····-'> o :·· 1 •',-••' . .;.,, •. ' - ~· ... -... ~~ ·: · ·. 
UCFCAMPUS -
12209 University Blvd. 
c::: 
Alafaya Trail e. 
< ~ 
I I 
...... 
' 
~ 
McDonald's '< I to 
. Nations Bank 
-< p. 
Orlando, FL 
(407) 249-0855 I UNNERSITY SHOPPES COLLEGE BOOK 
"&SUPPLY 
KINK OS / 
> 
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Since we've been gone ... 
Can Sloan guide UCF 
to athletic success? 
Soccer team gets new 
field and new coach 
By JENNY DUNCANSON 
Co-Sports Editor 
Change seems to be the 
buzz word for UCF Athlet-
ics. UCF has a new arena, a 
new track and soccer fields 
and several new coaches. 
And the Knights have no 
intention of slowing down. 
UCF plans on moving to 
Division I in football, and they 
have changed their schedule 
to play all home games in the 
afternoon. 
, . And they will make all 
these changes under a new 
Athletic Director. Steve 
1 Sloan, formerly AD at the 
University of North Texas, 
was named to the position 
Bolts move 
from Expo 
Hall to Do.me 
By 'IRACE TRYLKO 
CO-Sports Editor 
The Tampa Bay Lightning, 
who will soon fight for Florida 
bragging rights with Miami's 
Panthers, have a new home. 
The Bolts will move from 
dilapidated Expo Hall to St. 
Petersburg 1 s FlO:dda Suncoast 
Dome. Remember the great 
bingo hall looking to house a 
Major ~gue baseb~ team? 
Well, for the Lightning, it will 
· mean doubling their seating 
capacity. For Central Florid-
ians, the trade means a longer 
trip to the Bay Area. 
But on a positive note, the 
Bolts will call 0-Town home 
for some games this season. A 
couple of exhibition scrim-
mages and five regular season 
games dot the schedule. High-
lighting the Orlando home 
games are contests with expan-
sion squads, the Florida Pan-
thers and the Mighty Ducks of 
Anaheim. 
Who would have believed 
that the Lightning would be 
sucessful last season? Or 
hockey in Florida? Or the Sun-
shine State calling itself home 
to two teams? Or the "Ducks" 
being a team nickname? It's 
nice to ponder. 
July 16. 
Sloan, who has been at 
North Texas for the past three 
years, wa:; a major force in the 
effort to move the school to the 
NCAA Division I-A level 
by 1995. But, this is only the tip 
of the iceberg of experience 
Sloan brings to Orlando. 
He is most known for his 
years at Alabama, where he 
was a quarterback, later a 
coach and even later the AD. 
But he has also left his mark 
at a host of other schools. 
Sloan has served as an as-
sistant coach at Florida State 
University, Georgia Tech and 
Vanderbilt. He was also head 
coach at .Vanderbilt, Texas 
Tech, Mississippi and Duke. 
Off the field, he was an assis-
Steve Sloan, UCF's new AD. 
tant AD at Mississippi. 
Sloan also has pro football 
on his resume; he spent two 
years with the Atlanta Fal-
cons. And, he has also found 
the time to write two books. 
This resume should serve 
UCF well as football prepares 
· to move to Division I-A by 
1996. The Central Florida 
Future · sports staff wishes 
Steve Sloan the best of luck. 
By JENNY DUNCANSON 
Co-Sports Editor 
The UCFmen's and women's 
soccer teams will each kick off 
their seasons under the direction 
of new head coaches. The men 
will be coached by Bob Wmch 
and the women by fonner UCF 
player and assistant coach Karen 
Richter. Richteristheinterimhead 
coach. 
This is the first time the teams 
have had seperate head roaches. 
Winch comes from Oemson 
University, where he spent three 
years as an assistant coach and 
recruiting coordinator. Winch 
helped the Tigers to a 12-6-4 
record and a top-20national rank-
ing in 1992 and NCAA regional 
appearances in 1990 and 1991. 
Because Winch was hired oyer 
theswnmer, hewasoot involved in 
the recruitment process. But he sees 
a lot of good tllings in his team. 
"I think the potential here is 
unlimited," Winch said. "We 
graduated six of the top seven 
scorers, but the incoming fresh-
men lQPk good. I feel they are 
very strong players." 
Richter played in the goal for 
the Lady Knights forfourseasons 
(1987-90) and spent the last two 
years as an assistant coach. As a 
player, Richter and the Lady 
Knights took two trips to the 
NCAA Tournament. She played 
on the 1987 squad that made it to 
the Final Four. 
Richter said she is looking for-
ward to the job. 
''Fust, I'm really excited to be 
able to coach a team that is top 
twenty in Division I. Second, it is 
exciting to coach where I was a 
player." 
Both teams will have a new 
home field this year. All home 
games will be played by the U CF 
Arena 
"IFYO ED TD DRKTO 
ET HROU H 
YD EE TOI 
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"I need two things to get through 
school: good grades and money. I can 
take care of the first all by myself, and 
UPS is helping metake care of the 
second. They gave me a part-time job 
that really pays. , 
"I make almost $10,000 a year for 
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a 
week. But get this, UPS has student 
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000 
a year for college. Compare that 
anywhere else. I also got my choice of 
schedules-mornings, afternoons or 
nights. My work hours fit around my class 
hours. Most students work in Opera-
tions. But you might get something in Ac-
counting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or 
Customer Service. 
"No other company offers more to 
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get 
what you need to get your diploma." 
Applicants are being considered 
for your local UPS office. For 
interviews or more information about 
UPS, see your school's career 
development or job placement 
center. UPS is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
M/F 
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US. 
U 0 D LIVERS EDUDATIDI 
' 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
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Speraw takes_ over b-ball helm 
By JENNY DUNCANSON 
Co-Sports Editor 
Kiik Speraw is no stranger to 
the Aorida sun. He has been an 
assistant coach at the University 
of Horida for three years. When 
he began the Gators were at one 
of the lowest points in their his-
tory. But he helped them make 
two consecutive trips to the Na-
tional Invitational Tournament 
and one trip to theNITFmalFour. 
ButnowSperawholdsthereins 
to the Running Knights and he's 
very happy about that 
"We 're very excited about the 
opixmunityhereat UCF," Speraw 
said ''Theacademicintegrity, the 
Athletic Department and all the 
success it has had and the com-
munity are all things that attracted 
me here." 
Prior to his task at UF, Speraw 
guided Penscola Junior College 
to three consecutive Panhandle 
Conference Titles. 
Kirk peraw's ready to hit the ground running as new head 
coach of the Running Knights. (DeHoog/Future) 
TAAC tourney at UCF shown on ESPN 
By JENNY DUNCANSON 
Co-Sports Editor 
The Trans America Athletic 
Conferencedidsomequickshuf-
fling when ESPN came knock-
ing on the door. 
Themen'stoumament, which 
will be played at the UCF Arena, 
was originally scheduled to fin-
ish March 7. But the date was 
changed toMaoch5, whenESPN 
said they wanted to broadcast the 
championship game. · 
New UCF Head Coach Kllk 
Speraw is excited about the tour-
namentand hopes UCFis in the 
championship game. 
''This is a great opportunity," 
Speraw said "I think the people 
in Orlando will enjoy having a 
tremendous tournament here.'' 
Having UCF in the champi-
onship game could be a tremen-
dous opportunity - the winner 
of the TAAC gets an automatic 
bid to the NCAA tournament 
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NCAA appearance 
leaves Knights hungry 
By GARY BOWIE 
Staff Reporter 
As thespring semester ended, 
the UCFDiamondKnights base-
ball team was gearing up for the 
remainder of its season. UCF 
needed two victories in its final 
threeregular-seasongamestoad-
vance to the Trans-American 
AthleticConferencetomnament 
And they did just that 
UCF beat Southeastern Loui-
siana and moved into the win-
ners' bracket against Centenary. 
The Diamond Knights were led 
by outstanding pitching. Joe 
Wagner, with additional support 
from relief ace, Jason Schlutt, 
held off the Gents, 5-2. Later in 
the TAAC finals, they needed 
just one victory to continue to the 
NCAA tourney, and UCF again 
knocked off the Gents. 
losingtol.ong&achState, 11-6. 
The loss forced UCF into the 
losers' bracket of the double-
elimination tournament Against 
USF, the Knights pulled out a 
bottom of the ninth 4-3 victory. 
UCF's Cinderella season ended, 
· however, with a 12-3 loss to 
NotreDame . . 
"Obviously, it [the season] 
ended pretty good and I was sat-
isfied with the way it turned out, 
but there were some things I was 
not satisfied with and these things 
we '11 work on this fall," head 
coach Jay Bergman said 
They'll have to do it without 
Wagner and Schlutt Wagner 
signedwiththeMilwaukeeBrew-
ers after being drafted in the first 
round Schlutt' sin the San Diego 
Padressystem.Botharenowplay-
ingintheminorleagues. Bergman 
is not discouraged ~y their loss. 
'The team tasted a little suc-
cess, a sniff of what it's all about 
and we'll be ready for next sea-
son." 
11 :00 A.M. 
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS 
SUNDAY 
SOL 
281-4438 
St. Joseph's 
Catfio{ic Cfiurcfi 
1501 Alafaya Trai I 
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m. 
Sunday Masses: 
8 a.m.,10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m. 
275-0841 
s-)orts 
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Fighting Knights prepare for battle Sunny, hot and humid--it must be UCF home football games 
By GARY BOWIE 
Staff Repater 
The UCF Fighting Knights have a difficult future 
ahead-they must increase suppat befcre moVing to 
NCAA Division I in 19CJ6. Thirty-seven rennning 
lettennen hope to cany this heavy bwtlen 
Gene McDowell will be under increased exposure 
because, for the first time in his nine years as he.ad 
coach at UCF, he will not be concurrently working as 
the athletic director. McDowell will now focus on the 
task at hand-taking this talented group of football 
players to the limit and hopefully the Division I-AA 
playoffs. McDowell's 54-37 career record at UCF 
includes seven consecutive winning seasons and two 
playoff berths. 
. The Fighting Knights are looded with outstanding, 
young talent Youth shou1d not be a detriment as nine 
starters rennn on offense. The leMership of junior quar-
terbackDaninHinshawwill be supportedbytheretumof 
two l,CXX>-yardrushers, senior WtllieEnglisharxl sopho- . . .. 
BY SCOTI GINCHEREAU 
Staff Reporter 
Welcome to another season of UCF football, as the 
Knights prepare to once agam do battle on the gridiron. 
However, this season will have a new twist as the lights . 
at the Florida Citrus Bowl remain dark during-home 
games. Is this an effort to conserve energy? Will the 
Knights be the first college team to use a glow-in-the-
darlcfootbal1? Will the students be asked to hold lighters 
when the Knights have the ball? 
Noneoftheabove. This season, UCFwillplay home 
games at 1 :30 p.m. This move to draw larger crowds 
changes many aspects of the game. Kevin Mercuri, head 
trainer, has health concerns for the players. 
''More ice will be delivered to the Citrus Bowl and 
cool packs will be provided for the players as they come 
off the field Also, we'll bring in side-line fans and extra 
water coolers to ensme the players will not dehydrate," 
Mercuri said 
moreGerodDavis. ThesethreeplayersgivetheKnights ...... , ... ·~ ·,.,,· ,;~. _ 
and their fans optimism for an explosive squad loaded The Knights hope to slash ahead for big gains and 
The Executive Director of Boosters, Bob Wise, the 
Knights Boosters Inc. is hopeful the new schedule will 
have a positive affect on crowds. ''The overall objective 
was to boost attendance. Only time will tell," Boosters 
President Todd Bowers said 
with multiple scoring threats. reach the playoffs this season. DeHoog/Future 
ThoughtheKnightslost tWooftheirleadingreceivers, Operating on the ends _are a pair of underclassmen, 
thisseason'stargetsinclude19CJ2'sleadi-igwidereceiver sophomore Emil Ekiyor and jurJur Gteg Jefferson. 
junior David Rhooes. C.Omplimenting Rhodes on the McDowellreferstothecompetitionforstartingpositions 
other side of the field will be the te.am 's junior speedster on the defensive line as "the best w~ 've ever had" 
MarkWhittemore.WhittemorewillrepeatastheKnights This competitive enviomment will continue as the 
main punttkickoff rennn man. Knig!its preime for their September 11. opener against 
UCF will be ren.nning seven starters on defense.· Valdosta State. 
PJ'esident-elect Monte St~Iii&er also ·agrees with 
the move, saying, "I believe the collective wisdom used 
in making the decision was correct" Though the 
Knights Boosters Inc. were consulted before the deci-
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A fight to the wire in the American League East 
-t! 
Welcome back sports fans to a new I 
year for the Knights and more senseless I 
driveling from Trivial Trylko. Let's ! 
cross our fingers and hope he makes 
some points this year. 
We've been arguing all summer 
about the NBA draft and Trace's favor-
ite spon-baseball. Trace's favorite 
team is the Cubs, so he's happy if they 
break even. Now he's decided to poke 
his nose into the American League. 
The race for the top spot in the AL 
East is very heated. And the New York 
Yankees are just as hot They've come 
out swinging since the All-Star break 
and they're knocking out more oppo-
nents than George Foreman. 
The Yankees have been jumping in 
and out of first place, sharing the top 
position with the a host of competitors. 
The Jays and the Yanks have begun to 
pull away, and as theweeh.whlddown, 
one clear winner will emerge. And 
everyone except Trivial knows who 
that will be. The Bronx Bombers, of 
course. 
Yes Yankee fans, our favorite boys 
of summer are finally back on top. 
Some new faces have helped. 
Manager Buck Showalter has had 
the biggest impact (It's about time they 
sufficiently replaced Billy Martin.) 
Showalter took the tattered pieces that 
v . 
George Steinbrenner left and put this 
team back together. 
Don Mattingly is showing up critics 
who say he's getting old. He's a clutch 
hitter who catches everything thrown or 
hit near first base. And he's got help 
across the diamond Boston's loss has 
been our gain. Wade Boggs brings a 
strong amt and an active bat to the line-
up. Danny Tartabull, Bernie Williams 
and Roberto Kelly are ju~t some of the 
other players who are turning in strong 
perfonnances and contributing to the 
success of America's Team. 
The fielders are backing up a pitch-
ing staff which is getting the j~b d~ne. 
Jimmy Key constantly gets thirigs off 
on the right foot It could be said that 
pitching is the weakest point for the 
Yankees, but the addition of Paul 
Assenmacher should help things. And 
they wouldn't be in the race if their 
pitching was all that bad. 
But, there's still plenty of games left 
Under Showalter's leadership, the 
Yanks will be world champions. 
Stand and cheer, baseball fans, the 
legenduy Yankees are back. At last 
Greetings new Knights and a hardy 
welccmetoreadersofthiscolumn OK, let 
the games begin. This space is devoted to 
the discussion of sports-the pros and 
cons of athletics/entertainment My part-
ner and co-editor, Jenny Duncanson, is 
well intentioned. But she, as you will read, 
is a bit misguided. 
Now, our topic at hand The pennant 
races in the American League have been 
heating up all summer. We focus our 
. ~ttention oo the East 2Ild my pr.!dictioos: 
7) Milwaukee----OK, you knew this. 
6) aevelaOO--This team has been be-
set by injuries, not to mention the Spring 
Training deaths of two pitchers. 
5) Boston----Staff ace Roger ''The 
Rocket'' Oemens has fizzled They were 
never really that gcxxi 
4) Detroit-H only theirpitchers oou1d 
pitch as well as their batters hit 
3) Baltimore-Camden yams was the 
site of the All-Star game. You didn't ex-
pect the playoffs too? 
2)NewYOik-The Yankeeshavebeen 
a swprise. I mean, it's been a swprise 
GeorgeSteinbrennerhasopenedhismouth 
or fired any ball boys or inanagers. But, 
they still have no relief pitching. 
l)Toronto-Asafepickwhosemedio-
cre pitching staff will be carried by the hot 
bats of Paul Molitor, Rickey Henderson 
and countless others. Plus (STAT OF 
1HE WEEK) the Jays don't play a team 
over .500 until Sept 21. 
As for the Yankees winning, well, it's 
obvious Ms. Duncanson is still on vaca-
tion. Perhaps, our Offsides columnist is 
thinking of one of the Yanks' minor league 
affiliates. Ms. Duncanson, you 're barely 
old enough to remember the last time the 
Yanks were a contender. They should 
prepare not for October baseball but for a 
fall from theALEastrace.Andremember, 
it's your byline bythatsilly little photo and 
thousands of people share my laughter at 
your WEAKLY ramblings. Better luck 
next week! 
*************************** . -- ,......~~ 
And now, a few Official Word after-
thoughts. Best ofluck to all new coaches. 
And, coogratulations new Athletic Direc-
tor Steve Sloan. Welcome to UCF. 
Furthermore, please suppon UCF 
sports. Remember, you've already "in-
vested" in the athletic depamnent, so take 
advantage of your pre-paid seat. Go 
Knights! 
Until next week, remember, the sports 
beat goes on! 
") 
